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Abdul H arfidh, JamaJ 
Abernathy JR,James L 
Abernathy.Lloyd R 
Abousamra, Ta ufik 
Acsay.Perer 
Adams,Kaye D n se 
Adams ,Mary C. 
Adams.William D 
Aemisegg er, Loretta 
Agnew,Gandace A 
Ahmad ,Azeem Syed 
Ahrens,M ria B 
Ahuja,So11\a 
A!nley,Dennis Jam s 
Akerson Alan W 
Akerson, Doroti'ly S 
Akins.No man Lamont. 
Alaniz, Ten:y 
A1ibl,Jeri 
.Aldrich-Watson, Debor h 
Ahaman,Peter P 
AJeJ(ander.Eboni P trice 
Alexander, Sha rori Crockett 
Alexand ova Anna A 






Allison.Susan S . 
Allhof,Wolrga ng 
Aflhoff,J,ame , ran.ces 
Altman 111,Robert .Joseph 
Alvar do.Teresa 
• 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Department 
Continulng Education & Oi.11reac 
College of Busin.ess Administra 
Technology Services 
Continuing, Education & Oulre.ac 
Mathematics & Computer Science 
History 




Campus Departments Chancellor 
Technology Services 
Col ege of Optometry 
,nst Math Science du&lm Tedi 
Arl & Art History 
Cornrnunicatf on 
College of Nursing 
Residential Life 
Music 
Public Polley Admln 
Eng,1151'1 
Maintenance Services 
Transportation & Parkin,g 
Public Polley Research Centers 
Phiosophy 
Multi-Cullu ral Relalions 
Transportation & Parking 
College of Nursing 




Educa ional Psychology 
KWMU IF Radio 
KWMU F Radio 








PROF, ASOC TEACH 




EXEC STAFF AST II 










MECl-<I TRA1DES SPC ST (MTS) 
PARKING LOT ATTD 












PATIENT SVC REP 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TiUe 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Ambrose Jr JR.Anthony H Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 
2,462.00 
STLOU Ames,Grego,y Mercantile Libra,y 
LIBRARIAN 111 60,290.04 
STLOU Amies.Marian Ma,y Art & Art History 
PROF,ASOC 56,040.00 
STLOU Andemariam,Ephrem Mehret-AB Center for International Studl EDITORIAL AST II 
12.78 
STLOU Anderson,Kennelh C Art & Art History PROFESSOR 
62,425.00 
STLOU Anderson.Tiffany L KWMU FM Radio COOR SPCL EVENTS - KWMU 
32,132.76 
STLOU Anderson.WIiiiam 0 Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
5,200.00 
STLOU Anhalt.Sharon R Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech 
COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 34,869.12 
STLOU Anson.Mirra Leigh Educational Leadership & Polle 
RESRCHAST 47,362.96 
STLOU Antey,Melissa Kay Performing Arts Operations 
EVENTS AST 14.00 
STLOU Anthoney,Stephen Michael Technology Services 
LAN ENGINEER-ENTRY 38,600.28 
STLOU Antognoli,John Mathematics & Computer Science 
PROF, TEACH 49,918.00 
STLOU Antonopoulos.Angeline University Advt Marketing 
DIR MARKETING. CAMPUS 72,450.00 
STLOU Aplyn,Eric W Technology & Leaming Ctr RESRCH ANL YST SR 
69,012.96 
STLOU Appleton.Pollyana C Technology Services 
LAN ENGINEER-ENTRY 43,800.12 
STLOU Arano-Ocuaman,Julieta Asug Educational Psychology 
LECTURER SR 7,386.00 
STLOU Arban,Joan M Special Units Chancellor 
EXEC STAFF AST I 17.15 
STLOU Archer.Patricia E Graphic Services 
COMPOSITOR 16.82 
STLOU Arico.James A Teaching & Leaming 
LECTURER 6,921.00 
STLOU Armstead.Scott E. Student Support Services 
COORDINATOR 40,935.48 
STLOU Arnold.Sara M Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 14.20 
STLOU Amott.Amy Louise Library DEAN 
115.959.96 
STLOU Aronson,Rochelle Continuing Education & Outreac DEPT AST 
12.57 
STLOU Arshadi,Nasser Office or Research Adminlstrat 
VPROVOST 178,256.04 
STLOU A,ya ,Bindu College of Business Administra 
PROF.AST 107,791.00 
STLOU Ashby,DusUn Athletics 
COACH N N-ACA 5,499.96 
STLOU Asher.Ellen Ma,y Continuing Education & Outreac 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.52 
STLOU Ashford.Nancy Jane Dean College of Education 
COORDINATOR 51,59304 
STLOU Ashmore.Pamela C Anthropology 
PROF,ASOC 28,323.00 
STLOU Alai Langroudi,Aziz Library 
LIBRARY AST II 13.83 
STLOU Atkinson.Patricia Eliz.abeth Residential Life CUSTODIAN 
10.78 
STLOU Aubuchon.Gregory P Economics 
LECTURER 12.000.00 
STLOU Aubuchon.Linda Ann Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 12.00 
STLOU Augustine.Rachel Elaine KWMU FM Radio 
COOR DEVELOPMENT 16.74 
STLOU Austin.Lacey Funtez Cuslodial Services 
CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU Axley.Rosemary E Continuing Education & Outreac 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 111 13.49 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Title 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU AycocJ<.,West B Technology Services DATA CNTR SUPRT TECH I 
14.36 
STLOU Ayers.Timothy Maintenance Services MAINT SVC A no 
17.70 
STLOU Azar,Lana Trezise KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO 
12.21 
STLOU Baber.Susan J Dean College of Education DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 
61,835.04 
STLOU Bachelder.Nathan Elllott Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
360.00 
STLOU Bachman.Janet Marie Administrative Services Office SECRETARY SR 
17.00 
STLOU 8achman,Jean Heinz College of Nursing PROF, ASOC 
87,815.00 
STLOU Bachman.William Gary College of Optometry PROF,ASOC 
103,608.60 
STLOU Backus.James Teaching & Learning LECTURER SR 
11,988.00 
STLOU Baer, Christina Suzanne Biology 
RESRCHAST 7.50 
STLOU Bahar.Sonya Physics and Astronomy PROF.AST 
66,912.00 
STLOU Bahn.Sung Chui Biology POST DOCTORAL ASOC 
36,000.00 
STLOU Bahr.Michael w Educational Psychology PROF, ASOC 
73,971 .00 
STLOU Bailey Jr,Edwin Franklin Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 
3,600.00 
STLOU Balley.Deidre Rochelle Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR 
12.00 
STLOU Bailey.Mary Katherine Precollegiate Program 
INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 3,600.00 
STLOU Bain.Tiffany S University Child Oevelopmentl 
PRESCHOOL AID 8.32 
STLOU Baker.Kayce Danielle Custodial Services 
CUSTODIAN 10.78 
STLOU Baldini.Deborah Kristine S Continuing Education & Outreac 
DEAN,ASOC 96,383.16 
STLOU Baldus.Kimberly Dean Honors College 
PROF, ASOC TEACH 38,400.00 
STLOU Baldwin.Kurt S Music PROF, ASOC 
61 ,800.00 
STLOU Balestreri,Teresa A Career Services DIR CAREER SVCS 
73,896.84 
STLOU 8all,Tracy Lynn Tinnon Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech SECRETARY 
11.93 
STLOU Ballard.Deborah COE Advising and Pro! Exp 
ADMINASOC I 16.90 
STLOU Ballard,Michael A Teaching & Learning 
LECTURER 20,763.00 
STLOU Balogh.Maria Teresa Foreign Languages & literature 
PROF, AST TEACH 35,327.00 
STLOU Balser.Deborah B College of Business Administra 
PROF. ASOC 97,426.00 
STLOU Bangert.Linda Art & Art History 
LECTURER 32.400.00 
STLOU Banks.Carol P Sludent Financial Aid 
COOR STU FINL AID 17.97 
STLOU Bankston.Derek Human Resources 
TEMP CLERICAL 7.00 
STLOU Baragiola,Martin John Oean ... College Fine Arts & Comm 
GRAPHIC DESIGNER 18.00 
STLOU Barber.Demetrius T Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 
CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Barbero.David John Continuing Education & Outreac 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 11.50 
STLOU Barden.Robert M UMSL Properties 
MECH. BLOG MAINT 20.32 
STLOU Barker.Abby Reed Economics 
LECTURER SR 24,000.00 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department "fill8 
Salary/Hour1y Rato 
STLOU Barnard,Marcelyn J Dev/Alumni Records DATA ENTRY OPR II 
11.14 
STLOU Bames,Randal K Technology & Leaming Ctr RESRCHAST 
6,000.00 
STLOU Bamhouse,LaVeme M Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR 
20.00 
STLOU Barnidge,Joan M. Graphic Services GRAPHIC DESIGNER 
40,371.72 
STLOU Barry.William B Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,900.72 
STLOU Barton.Lawrence Chemistry PROF EMERITUS 
20,888.28 
STLOU Barton--Burke,Margaret College or Nursing PROF,ASOC 
125,000.00 
STLOU Barton1,Karen Marie English AOMINASOCI 
16.94 
STLOU Bashkin,James K Chemistry PROF, ASOC RESRCH 
75,849.96 
STLOU Bassi.Carl Joseph College of Optometry PROF,ASOC 
106,140.00 
STLOU Bateman.Susan Yvonne Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC ADVISOR 
30,160.08 
STLOU Bateman, Thomas E Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
10.75 
STLOU Bates.Beverly Sue Ctr Character & Citizenship PROJECT SUPRT SPCLST 
29,291 .28 
STLOU 8ates-Cunningham.Channon D Precollegiate Program PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST 
36.997.80 
STLOU Batsch,Oianna Theresa Office of Research Administrat ACCOUNTANT 
18.27 
STLOU Bauer,Eike Chemistry PROF,AST 
60,174.00 
STLOU Baumann.Robert A Center for International Studl 
AST DIR CNTR INTERNATL STUDIES 60,094.92 
STLOU Baybeck,Brady Political Science 
PROF,ASOC 64,503.00 
STLOU Bazzetta,Jenny M Center for International Studi 
COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 35,000.04 
STLOU Beach.Janice F. Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
12.70 
STLOU Beatty.Alicia Mane Chemistry PROF,ASOC 
68,000.00 
STLOU Beaven.Heather M Office of Research Administrat ADMINAST 
15.75 
STLOU Becherer.Vicky Holle College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 
72,856.92 
STLOU Bechtoldt,Marcel G Technology Services SYST AOMINR-PRIN 
68,999.64 
STLOU Becker.Lynn K Cashiers Office 
CLERK CHIEF 12.50 
STLOU Becker.Paul Abram User Services 
SYST SUPRT ANL YST-ENTRY 16.25 
STLOU Beokerman,Marvln Marshall Continuing Education & Outreac 
LECTURER 4,320.00 
STLOU Beckett,Denice KWMU FM Radio 
COOR. MEMBERSHIP 53,032.92 
STLOU Beckmann.Robert W Missouri Enterprise 
PROJ MGR-MO ENTERPRISE 72,346.56 
STLOU Beckmann.Stephanie A Clinical Experiences LECTURER 
9,000.00 
STLOU Beckwith.Lynn L Educational Leadership & Polic PROF. TEACH 
100,602.00 
STLOU Bedell,Kassondra D Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,307.00 
STLOU Behle,Mlchael Joseph Art & Art History 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 27,000.00 
STLOU Belford,Linda J Archives 
MANUSCRIPT SPCLST SR 37,835.04 
STLOU Bell.Heather Leigh Recreational Sports/Intramural 
EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 22.00 
STLOU Bell.Kathryn M Teaching & Leaming 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TiOe Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Bellville,Eric Thomas Transportation & Parking PARKING LOT ATTD 9.82 
STLOU Belton.Henry Lee Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Bemis,Peggy Lynn Registration AST TO REGISTRAR 17.12 
STLOU Bender.Joy K University Child Development! DAYCARE AST 13.50 
STLOU Bene.Stephen A Residential Life SUPV FACILITIES SVCS 53,674.32 
STLOU Bennett.Edward S College of Optometry PROF, ASOC 110,244.00 
STLOU Bennett.Jerry Richard Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21.55 
STLOU Bennett,Lara Zwarun Communication PROF.AST 57,000.00 
STLOU Bennett.Raquel L Performing Arts Operations MGR, TICKET SALES 38,118.00 
STLOU Benson,Errol Human Resources AST DIR HUMAN RES 80,159.04 
STLOU Benson.Linda Sue Sociology LECTURER 18,000.00 
STLOU Benz.Barbara Jean Dev/Alumni Records DATA ENTRY OPR I 10.52 
STLOU Berenyi,Zoltan Center for lntemaUonal Studi SCHOLAR, VISITING 48,000.00 
STLOU Bergerdine,Jessica Clare Admin Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 10.05 
STLOU Bergfeld.Jaime c. VC Academic Affairs EXEC STAFF AST I 20.26 
STLOU Bergin.Cheryl L. Art & Art History MODEL 12.00 
STLOU Bergoudian,Rita L S Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 6,000.00 
STLOU Berkbigler.Jeffrey A. Library LIBRARY AST I 
11.73 
STLOU Berkowitz.Marvin W Educational Psychology PROFESSOR 150,120.00 
STLOU Berry,Cllnton L Library LIBRARIAN Ill 44.693.04 
STLOU Berry.Kimberly D Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 6,921 .00 
STLOU Bertel.Julie Marie Psychology PSYCH TECHN SR 13.94 
STLOU Bert.ish.OebOrah Gabrielle Educational Leadership & Polio TUTOR 20.00 
STLOU Bertot.Robert Henry UMSL Police DISPATCHER. RADIO 13.89 
STLOU Bertram.Cynthia A. Graphic Services GRAPHIC DESIGNER 
40,957.08 
STLOU Bess.Delores University Child Oevelopmentl PRESCHOOL AID 
8.08 
STLOU Betts.Philip Patrice Ctr Character & Citizenship RESRCHAST 
43,999.92 
STLOU Bhatia,Sanjiv K Mathematics & Computer Science PROF,ASOC 87,756.00 
STLOU Biegen,Sharon Counseling Services DIR COUNSELING CNTR-S 
82,882.80 
STLOU Biehle.Cynthia F Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,700.00 
STLOU Bielema,Cheryl L Center for Teaching & Leaming SPECIALIST 76.481 .64 
STLOU Bier.Melinda C Ctr Character & Citizenship ACADEMIC DIR 
113,570.64 
STLOU Bilger.Edward F KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER 
12.67 
STLOU Billman.Cynthia S College of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH 
90,667.92 
STLOU BIiyeu.Brad Patrick User Services SYST SUPRT ANL YST-SPCLST 
18,37 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Birdsong, Mary Etta 
Black,Andrew 
Bfack, Debra 
Black, Edward W 
B!ack . .l0nnifer Marie 
B lackbum,Marcia Elalne 
B!acidJum ,Salf,y Scott 
BlaokweH,Debra E 
Blake ,John G 
Slank,An n.e Sophie 
Blan kenshlp ,.Jennifer · 
B l ash, Daniel Lee 
Blelle,Melissa Baine 








Bolden Jr ,James 
Bonner.Donna R 








Boul llon,Def"lkse L. 
Boume,Carol 
Bowen.Melinda I< 
Bowermaster, Tod Alan 
• 
2008-2009 Salary Report 
Department 
College of Business Adminlslra 




Alurnn 1 Activities 
S peclal Units Ch ncel!or 
Counseling - College or Educat 
KWMlJ FM Radio 
Biology 
Foreign Languages & literature 
Gallery 210 
Counseling - Co11ege of Edu cat 
$ocio1ogy 
Daa.n Honors College 
Center for International Stud! 
College of Optometry 
Career Services 
Graduate Related Activities 
AS• Finan.ca Support 
Art & Art History 
College of Optometry 
Admln Services Div A ~ Svcs 
Dev/Alumni Records 
UMSLNVas.hir1g1on Univ. 'Engineer 
AtMetic:s 
College of Nursing 
Ctr for SWdenl Success 
Center for rauma Recovery 
ITS O rations 
Adm\n Servloes Div Aux Svcs 
Penormi ng Arts O,p,e rat ons 
Continuing Education & Outreac 










MECH TRA'DES SPCLST (MTS) 
AST DIR Al.UM ACTVS 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
ANNOUNCEiR 
PROFESSOR 






PATIENT SVC REP 




PROF, AST CLINCL 
FLOOR MAINT WKR 
ADMINAIDE 
TUTOR 
ATHLETIC TRAINER, AST 
PROF, AST 
ASOC DIR STU FIN AID 
SOCIAL WORKER 
D B PRGMRIANL YST XPRT 
OFFICE SUPR STAFF I 
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• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department 
TIiie Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Boyce.Christopher John Instructional Computing 
SUPV,SITE 39,700.32 
STLOU Boyd,Jamillah Graduate Related Activities 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 14.78 
STLOU Boyd.Karen 0 Office of Research Administrat 
MGR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS 66,150.00 
STLOU Boyer,Chrisann L Telephone Services SUPV TELECOMM 
19.20 
STLOU Boyer.Patricia G EducaUonal Leadership & Polic PROF,ASOC 
61,391.00 
STLOU Braddlx,O'Andre Cortez Vice Provost Student Affairs PROJECT SUPRT SPCLST 
36,971.04 
STLOU Bradford.Connie Lea ConUnuing Education & Outreac FISCAL AST 
15.03 
STLOU Bradshaw-Robinson.Rosalyn P. Music 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 111 14.87 
STLOU Brady.James Athletics 
COACH NON-ACA 48,192.48 
STLOU Brady.Sarah Human Resources 
OFFICE SUP RT STAFF Ill 12.48 
STLOU Brandes.Gary Wayne Music 
PROF, ASOC TEACH 55,800.00 
STLOU Braniff.Mindy Melton College of Optometry 
MGR EYE CLINIC-$ 49,440.00 
STLOU Braun.Debra Lynn Continuing Education & Outreac 
MGR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS 64,237.68 
STLOU Braxton.Darryl D Admin Ser-v1ces Div Aux Svcs STOREKEEPER 
13.52 
STLOU 8raxton,Mi0hael LaMar Adm1n Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTOOIAN 
10.78 
STLOU Braylock.Kenneth Business Services 
MAIL CARRIER 13.04 
STLOU Breaugh,James College of Business Administra 
PROFESSOR 172,660.80 
STLOU Breckinridge.Alberta Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm 
BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST 77,000.04 
STLOU Bredemeier.Brenda Jo Teaching & Leaming 
PROF,ASOC 73,235.00 
STLOU Brefeld,Rosemarie Conllnuing Education & O~treac 
LECTURER 3,000.00 
STLOU Brennan.Donald E T echnolo9y Services 
SYST ADMINR-SPCLST 46,800.48 
STLOU Bridges.Jessie L Criminology & Criminal Justice 
AOMINASOC I 22.34 
STLOU Bridges.Larry Dale Maintenance Services 
MGR MAINT OPNS 76,250.04 
STLOU Brimer.Janelle Marie Ctr for Student Success 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 11 10.76 
STLOU Brokaw,Dawn Marie Anthropology 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 111 13.27 
STLOU Bromm,David L Public Policy Research Centers 
RESRCHAIDE 16.00 
STLOU Brookman.Terrence R Maintenance Services 
MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21 .55 
STLOU Brooks.Rebecca Lynn Continuing Education & Outreac 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 10.35 
STLOU Brown.Barbara A Continuing Education & Oulreac 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.96 
STLOU Brown.Barbara W College of Optomelry 
MGR STUDENT SERVICES 63,905.04 
STLOU Brown,Char1es E Mercantllc library 
AST TO DIRECTOR 55.545.96 
STLOU Brown,Oavid Gerard Grounds 
GROUNDS LEAD 15.30 
STLOU Brown.Edna E Custodial Services 
CUSTODIAN 10.84 
STLOU Brown.Georgia Y 
Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 
10.78 
STLOU Brown.Kathleen S 
Educational Leadership & Polic PROF,ASOC 
12,937.40 
STLOU Brown.Larry William Terrell Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Brow11,Sar h Tobermann 
BroW11ell, Susan E 
Brow,n ing ,Lee J 
Bruoe,Kam la Shere0 White 
Bruoe,Steven Edward 


















Burs; JR.Robert J 
Bu on .Brandon D 
Burton, Geoffrey Lynn 
Bu 11011 ,Gloria 
Burton,J'ohn Micha I 
Burton,Sharn·ce Dawn 
B urweH, Christopher James 
Busch,Elren l 
Busch,Tanika L a 
Buskirk, Trent 
• 
2008-2009 Salary Report 
Department 
User Services 
College of Business Admlnistra 
Continuing duca Ion & Oulreac 
Teacti"ng & Leaming 
Anlhrnpology 




College of Optomelry 
Maintenance Services 
Student Support Sel'Vlices 
Psychologi)I 
Career Service~ 
Oonllm.1lng Ed1.1catl0n 8 Ou~reae 
Custodial Services 





Contirtul ng Education & Outreac 
Mathemallcs & Computer Science 
Educationa Psydhology 
Center ror lnlernationai Studi 
Special Li nils Office of Equal 
Criminology & Criminal Justice 
UMSLPolice 
KWMU M Radio 
Student Financial Aid 
ain.le rit.: Servlces 
Ci.iiSlod iaJ Se rvlces 
Dev/Alumni Records 
crinical Experien.~s 
Dean of Arts & Sciences 






NETWK SYST AN YS -EXPRT 
LECTURER 
PROFESSOR 













ENGRG TECHN, RESRCH SR 
PROFESSOR 
ADM N ASOC I 
ACADEM IC • IR 
TUTOR 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
INTERNA L ADMISS OFFICER 





MAIN SVC ATTD 
CUSTOD1AN 
MGR PR.OJ GMT/PROC IMPRV NT 
EN OR 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ca h i'II JR ,John T 
Cal.Haiyan 
CaUner, Sharon 
Calsyri,Rob rt .J 
Calvert.Wilma J 
Camp.Pat 
Campbell Ill.James C 
Campbell.James F 
Ca mpbell,J ulia Ann 
Canavan .Alice 
Cann, Cheryle Jacobson 
Cannon.Jason Clark 
Canncn,Tracey L 
Carbon 0,Kristi ri 
Carolti ers, Donna M 
Carpenter,Tracy R 
Carr .David Boice 










• 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Department Tltle 
College of Nursing LECTURER 
Tedmology ,& Lea.mi g Ct RESRCH ANL YST SR 
Educational Leadership & Polic UTOR 
Ctr for Student Success 
Custodia l Services 
Dean of Arts & Sciences 
Continuing E ducation & Outreac 
Forelg:n Languages & Literature 
Art & Art History 
UMSL Police 
Mathematics & Computer Sclence 
Art & Art History 
Psycho ogy 
College or Nursing 
Hu man Resources 
Performing Arts Operations 
College of Business Administra 
College of Nursing 
Phys1cs and Astronomy 
Ubrary 
Theater B, Dance 
Public Policy Research Cen rs 
Criminology & Criminal Justlce 
A umni Activities 
ulti-Cultural R,elauons 
College of Op ometry 
Graduate Related ActiviUes 
Mainterianoe Services 
English 
Custod lal Services 
R areaton I Sports/lnLrammal 
Co'lleg , of Business Administ 
Custodial Services 
University Heallh Services 
T ea.chtng & learning 
ChUrl Advocacy Center 
9 
COOR, STU D :VE PMNT 
CUSTODlAN 
OFFIC SUPRT STAFF Ill 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Il l 




PROF, ASOC TEACH 
PROFESSOR 
PROF, AST 
HUMA N RESOURCE AST 
SUPV AU•,1O SYSTEMS BTPAC 
PROFESSOR 
PROF, AST TEACH 
ADMIN ASOC I 
L B'RARIAN Ill 
PROF, AST VISITING 
Ri SRCH SPCLST SR 
PROF. AST 
AST DIR ALUM ACTVS 
COUMSELOR 
TEMP TECHNICAL 
EXEC STAFF AST II 
MAINT SVC ATTO 
PR.OF, CURATORS 
CUSTODIAN 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Re port 
Unit Name Oepa(1ment TIiie Salary/Hourly Rete 
STLOU Cathcart.Marilyn Jean Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,354.00 
STLOU Cattanach.John R. Performing Arts Operations DIR PERFORMING ARTS CNTR 97,518.96 
STLOU Cays,Donna Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH 
38,617.00 
STLOU Cedeck,Karen A Human Resources HUMAN RESOURCE AST 16.27 
STLOU Ced eek, Rachel A University Child Oevelopmentl PRESCHOOL AID 6.92 
STLOU Chakraborty,Uday Kumar Mathematics & Computer Science PROF,ASOC 89,880.00 
STLOU Champion Thomas Norman Athletics TEMP AOMIN/PROFL 49,500.00 
STLOU Chapman.Steve W Tect,nology Services LAN ENGINEER-SPCLST 
57,000.12 
STLOU Chastaln,Antonina J Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
3,000.00 
STLOU Chavez.Concepcion Z Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
12.70 
STLOU Chavira.Jesus Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR 
13.28 
STLOU Chen,Yanhong ITS Operations D B PRGMR/ANL YST-ENTRY 
41,499.96 
STLOU Cheng. Tapei Physics and Astronomy PROF EMERITUS 
12,000.00 
STLOU Cherry .Astra A Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,500.00 
STLOU Cherry.Peter Disability Access Services TUTOR 10.00 
STLOU Cheruku,Jyothl Reddy Student Support Services TUTOR 
15.00 
STLOU Chew.Lindell Phillip College of Business Administra INSTRUCTOR 
65,964.00 
STLOU Chickey,Carol A Graduate Related Activities DEPT AST 
12.85 
STLOU Chickos,James Chemistry PROFESSOR 
78,948.00 
STLOU Childs.Deborah Wildman Teaching & Learning LECTURER 
37,664.00 
STLOU Chowning.Kendra D. Cashiers Office CLERK SR 
10.75 
STLOU Chui.Charles Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, CURATORS 
202,272.00 
STLOU C lark.Christina Annette Admin Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 11 
12.48 
STLOU Clark,Gary D Transfer Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 
14.42 
STLOU Clark.Gary L UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 
19.59 
STLOU Clark.Harriet Scranton Dean Honors College LECTURER 
20,388.00 
STLOU Clark.Mavis Anita Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
5,232.00 
STLOU Clark.Sharon Denise Dean of Arts & Sciences DEAN, ASOC 
74,167.08 
STLOU Clark.Wesley David English TEMP SERVICE 
8.00 
STLOU Clarke Ekong,Sheilah F Anthropology PROF,ASOC 
101,211.00 
STLOU Clay,Antonio Charles Business Services MAIL CARRIER 
13.71 
STLOU Clayborn.Milon S Communication LECTURER SR 
9,000.00 
STLOU Clayton.Carl Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR 
12.56 
STLOU Clemente-Craren,Jennlrer Leigh Continuing Education & Outreac 
TEMP CLERICAL 11 .00 
STLOU Clingher,Adrian Mathematics & Computer Science PROF. AST 
67,840.00 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department 
Title Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Cobb,Lauren L Inst Math Science Edu&Lrn Tech 
COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 45,579.96 
STLOU Cochran.Judith A Educational Leadership & Polic 
PROFESSOR 108,904.00 
STLOU Coffey ,Joyce Claire Continuing Education & Outreac 
ACADEMIC COOR 15,051.12 
STLOU Coffin.Floyd Larry Recreational Sports/Intramural 
MGR INTRAMUR/RECREATION 44,126.88 
STLOU Cohen.Deborah History 
PROF.AST 54,350.00 
STLOU Cohen.Margaret Weis Center for Teach Ing & Leaming 
ACADEMIC DIR 108,563.64 
STLOU Coker ,Adelano Art & Art History MODEL 
12.00 
STLOU Coker,Adeniyi A Theater & Dance 
PROFESSOR 125,487.00 
snou Coker.Angela Counseling • College of Educat 
PROF.AST 57,952.00 
STLOU Coker.Mary Ann Disability Access Services 
TUTOR 10.00 
STLOU Cole.Joseph Gregory Athletics 
AST DIR ATHLETICS 71,049.96 
STLOU Coleman.Deborah A Custodial Services 
CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Coleman.Jill Elizabeth Dean Honors College 
ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE 16.64 
STLOU Coleman.Rhonda Jane Continuing Education & Ovtreac 
LECTURER 2,307.00 
STLOU Coleman.Rose Marie Dean College of Education 
PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST 56,270.16 
STLOU Coleman.Tyrone James Cuslodial Services 
CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU Collins.Kyle D User Services 
SYST ADMINR-PRIN 89,999.64 
STLOU Collins.Robert W Physics and Astronomy 
LECTURER 10,200.00 
STLOU Colona.Michael J Criminology & Criminal Justice 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,620.00 
STLOU Colvin.Amee Beth Communication 
LECTURER SR 9,000.00 
STLOU Compton.Clark Claude College of Business Administra 
LECTURER SR 18,600.00 
STLOU Conley,Mlchael K Office of Research Adminlstrat 
COOR FACILITY 48,585.60 
STLOU Conner.Ella M Admissions 
CLERK SR 10.48 
STLOU Contarlnl,Danlel Lawrence UMSL Police 
POLICE OFFICER 15.96 
STLOU Conway,Dorothy Jean Custodial Services 
CUSTODIAN 10.78 
STLOU Conway,Patricll C UMSL Police 
POLICE OFFICER 20.29 
STLOU Cook,John Louis College of Nursing 
LECTURER 10,296.00 
STLOU Cook.Nancy Dill Cashiers Office 
ACCOUNTANT 16.46 
STLOU Cook,Richard M English 
PROFESSOR 80,434.44 
STLOU Cook.Sylvia English 
PROFESSOR 74,900.00 
STLOU Cooley.Kelley Lynn Mathematics & Computer Science 
TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Coonrod.Curtis C 
Vice Provost Student Affairs VPROVOST 
176,499.96 
STLOU Cope.Glen H. 
VC Academic Affairs PROVOST 
221,600.04 
STLOU Corbett.Mary Ann 
Admin Services Div Aux Svcs SUPV BOOK DEPT 
45,223.80 
STLOU Corley.Heather Ann 
Art & Art History PROF. AST ADJUNCT 
18,000.00 
STLOU Cornford,Emest A Finance 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Crandalll-Wit e,Nancy Renee 
Crane,John B 





Crea,sy, CorieJea 11 
Cr,e s,Larry D 
Cribbs.Deborah Elaine 
CrisHani,Therese S 
Crites, Danyl M 
Crocker ,Gabrial L 
Croft,Jeffroy G. 
Crone Willis,Kelly R 
Crosby;Jack M 
Oross,Su Ann 
C rolh ers, Renee 
Csapo Sw et,Rila1 
Cudni ,Chrlsllal'II W, 
Cummings Karen Lynn, 
OUmmlngs,Shavm A 
Cunningt,a m, Mict,a e 
Curry Jr.Mark J 




2008-2009 Salary Report 
Deparlrmmt 
Art & Art History 
Anthropology 
College of Bus[ness Administra 
Business Academlc Advisors & C 
Admissions 
Counseling - College of Eclucat 
VC Administratlvc Services 
Muslc 
Un!versity Child Developmentl 
Lib ary 
College of Op ometry 
Campus Departments Chanoellor 
Center for International SlUdi 
Accounting Services 
Contl m.1in9 Educatio n & Ouw~ac: 
Degree Audit Repo ing System 
Alumni ActMlles 
1aintenance SeNices 
Mercantile Lib ary 
Coi.1nseling - College of Ed.ucat 
Technology Services 
Crimlnology & Criminal Justice 
Maintenanca Serl ces 
Office of Research Administrat 
U n1versily Corn mun icallons 
Counseling - College of Educa 
Custodial Servie&s 
Theater & Dance 
KWMU FM Radio 
Ari & Art H lslory 
6fology 
Ctr for Stud nt Suocess 
Admissions 
Criminology & Crlminal Justice 















PROF, AST CUNCL 
SECRETARY SR 
COOR NON-US CITIZEN T AXJEMPL 
ACCOUNTANT SR 
ACADEMIC n!R 
TRANS CRE'DIT EV.AL SPCLST 
OFF'ICE SUPRT STA!FF II 
MECH, AUTO CNTR 
LIBRA.RIAN I 
PROF; ASOC 
SUPV CMPTG OPNS SHIFT 
LECTUR R 
MA!NT SVC ATTO 
SYST ADM INR-EXPRT 
I FORMA.TIO:N SPCLST SR 
SECRETARY SR 









PROF, AST TEACH 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Title 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Cutts, Trina R Business Services COURIER 
14.36 
STLOU Da Silva.Claudio Residential Life 
CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Oakich,Joy L College of Business Admlnistra 
LECTURER 49,447.00 
STLOU Dalay,Stephen M Art & Art History 
LECTURER 31,600.00 
STLOU Oalton,Bemadette Mary Dean College of Education 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 16.11 
STLOU Dalton.John Hiram English PROF. AST 
53,146.00 
STLOU 0alton,Norman Sylvester Grounds SUPV GROUNDS MAINT 
45,177.36 
STLOU Oames,Christopher Library LIBRARIAN II 
55,929.00 
STLOU Daniel,Christopher James Library 
LIBRARIAN I 41 ,609.04 
STLOU Daniel,Gertraud University Child Developmentl 
CHILD CARE AST 9.99 
STLOU Daniels.Dana Beteet Special Units Office of Equal 
DEPTSPCLST 57,527.88 
STLOU Darandari,Hamza Facilities Planning 
DIRECTOR 105,000.00 
STLOU Dar1<o,Samuel 0 Custodial Services 
CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Oarris,Tavana C Corps/Fdn/PG SECRETARY 
11.30 
STLOU Oarrow,laura C Facilities Planning FISCAL ANL YST 
19.00 
STLOU Daschbach,Megan M Center for Nanoscience 
RESRCHASOC 21,600.00 
STLOU Davenporl,Felia Katherine Theater & Dance 
PROF.AST 45,000.00 
STLOU Davenporl,Shetyl Harl Teaching & Learning 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,848.00 
STLOU Davidson.Betty J Teaching & Leaming 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,848.00 
STLOU Davis.Larry J College of Optometry 
DEAN 154,024.08 
STLOU Davis.Matthew Donald Educational Leadership & Polic 
PROF,ASOC 60,915.00 
STLOU Davis.Pierre W English 
LECTURER 21,186.00 
STLOU Oavis,Princess Leah Shareese RegistraUon 
DATA ENTRY QPR I 9.79 
STLOU Davis.Ruby J Custodial Services 
SUPV CUSTDL SVCS-S 44,300.04 
STLOU Day.Kevin J. UMSL Police 
DISPATCHER, RADIO 12.00 
STLOU DeBaets,Diane E 
Educational Leadership & Polle PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST 
31.827.00 
STLOU Deboe.Curlis J Transportation & Parking 
DRIVER EMERG ROAD SVC 13.83 
STLOU Declue.James A College of Optometry 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 22,623.84 
STLOU Declue,Rochelle Multi-Cultural Reiallons 
AST DIRECTOR 70,277.76 
STLOU OeForest,Byron Neely Performing Arts Operations 
EVENTS AST 15.57 
STLOU DeKinder.Ju1ie Lynn Ott College of Optometry 
PROF, AST CLINCL 75,201.96 
STLOU Delcamp.Mara k. Continuing Education & Outreac 
1NSTRUCTL DESIGN SPCLST 40,107.96 
STLOU Deloach-Packnetl,Gwendolyn Muiti-Cuilural Relations 
DIR MULTICULTURAL RELS 90.962.88 
STLOU Demcl1enko,Alexel Chemistry 
PROF,ASOC 68,501.00 
STLOU Dennis.Jennifer Ruth 
College of Business Administra DEPT AST 
13.27 
STLOU Denny.Dorothy R. Child Advocacy Center 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TiUe 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Dent.Eunice Marie Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
12.70 
STLOU Derda,Grace Chaudet Dean of Arts & Sciences COOR STU SVCS/RECDS 
47,350.08 
STLOU Derham.Billie Jo Music LECTURER 
39,600.00 
STLOU Deuser.Cecelia M Continuing Education & Oulreac SPECIALIST 
15.00 
STLOU Devaiah,Shivakumar Pattada Biology POSTDOCTORALASOC 
33,801.00 
STLOU Devereux,Jamos J Missouri Enterprise PROJ MGR-MO ENTERPRISE 
84,999.96 
STLOU DeWitt Jeffrey Ryan Mathematics & Computer Science TUTOR 
8.00 
STLOU DeWulf,Helene L Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
1,000.00 
STLOU Diamond.Sandra Educational Psychology PROJ DIRECTOR 
59,624.40 
STLOU Dibb,Susan Ford Recreational Sports/Intramural 
AST COOR INTRAMRUREC 22,593.00 
STLOU Dibooglu,Selahattin Economics PROFESSOR 
89,497.00 
STLOU Diecker,Judith Ann Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
10.75 
STLOU Diel.Laura Lee Mercantile library AOMINAST 
17.30 
STLOU Diggs.Benard Admin Services Div Aux Svcs MGR OPNS-UNIV CNTR 
63,672.72 
STLOU Oiley,Nancy Katherine Biology ADMINAIDE 
19.56 
STLOU Dilworth.Marilyn M. User Services SWITCHBOARD OPR 
10.38 
STLOU Ding.Cody Shuai Educational Psychology PROF,ASOC 
63,254.00 
STLOU Dingman.Sean Douglas Chemistry 
PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 9,000.00 
STLOU Oitirro,Florence Mae Biology RESRCHAST 
11.00 
STLOU Ditmeyer.Betty J. Center For Transp Studies ADMINAST 
16.73 
STLOU Ditto-Pernell.Marilyn E Disability Access Services DIRECTOR 
62,531.40 
STLOU Dixon.Rhoda Teaching & Learning LECTURER 
6,921.00 
STLOU Do,Olivia College of Optometry RESIDENT. CLINCL 
32.400.00 
STLOU Dobbs,JIII M. Admin Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
14.72 
STLOU Doering.Deborah Continuing Education & Outreac 
ADMINASOCI 16.92 
STLOU Doerr.Aaron KWMU FM Radio 
PRODUCTION AST 11.65 
STLOU Dolan.Margaret R Educational Leadership & Polic 
PROF, AST TEACH 43,258.00 
STLOU Dolan.Patricia A VC Academic Affairs SPCL AST TO V CHANCL 
98,280.00 
STLOU Oollard,Patrick Graphic Services BINDERYOPR 
18.38 
STLOU Donato Jr.Phillip Richard KWMU FM Radio MGR, MKTG/OUTREACH-KWMU 
59.001.72 
STLOU Doney.Sherry Ann College of Nursing PROF. AST TEACH 
57.000.00 
STLOU Doran.David Alan Gerontology 
SECRETARY SR 13.00 
STLOU Doran.Mary E Library 
LIBRARIAN Ill 51.465.00 
STLOU Dorn.Miranda Temecka Public Policy Research Centers 
RESRCHAST 13.65 
STLOU Dorner.Lisa Marie Educational Psychology 
PROF.AST 56,500.00 
STLOU Doss,l<halilah Toyina Hyatt zzzCampus Housing 






































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TIiie 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Dotson,Shelley Marie Performing Arts Operations MGR. EVENT SERVICES 
43,059.00 
STLOU Dotzel,Qiang Sun Mathematics & Computer Science 
PROF, AST TEACH 43,632.00 
STLOU Dotzel.Ronald M Mathematics & Computer Science PROF,ASOC 
59,211.00 
STlOU Douglas.Kenneth Admin Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 
8.74 
STLOU Dowden-Whtte.Priscilla Anne History PROF, ASOC 
49,483.00 
STLOU Dowe,Kennelh X Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 
10.78 
STLOU Draper,Nancy J Human Resources ADMINASOCI 
19.33 
STLOU Drewel,Usa Ann Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 
20.00 
STLOU Drewry.Katherine Laura Child Advocacy Center 
SOCIAL WORKER 38,666.04 
STLOU Driemeier,Donald H Administrative Services Office 
DEAN/ASOC/AST EMERITUS 50,012.04 
snou D'Souza,Valerian T Chemistry 
PROF, ASOC 56,953.00 
STLOU Duane.James F Educational Leadership & Polic RESRCHAST 
75,225.48 
STLOU DuBuque,Ronald Clark Alhlellcs ATHLETIC TRAINER 
43,774.92 
STLOU Dudley.Beth A. College of Nursing LECTURER 
69,849.00 
STLOU Ouffey,Suellynn Kay English PROF,ASOC 
65,646.00 
STLOU Duffy.James Alexander English LECTURER 
14,124.00 
STLOU Duke Jr, Charles James Teaching & Learning 
LECTURER SR 7,386.00 
STLOU Duke.Linda Sue Clinical Experiences 
LECTURER 6,000.00 
STLOU Dullovi,Emrush Custodial Services 
CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU Oullovi,Haslm Custodial Services 
CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU Dunbar.Andrea Marie Human Resources 
HUMAN RESOURCE AST 16.47 
STLOU Duncan.Mary Virginia College of Buslnoss Admlnistra LECTURER 
26,400.00 
STLOU Dunham.Mary Smith Mathematics & Compuler Science LECTURER SR 
13,473.00 
STLOU Dunn.Jerry Child Advocacy Center 
ACADEMIC DIR 80,372.04 
STLOU Dunn-Morton.Julie Anita Mercantile Library 
MANUSCRIPT SPCLST SR 50,643.00 
STLOU Dupuis.Terrence E KWMU FM Radio 
CHIEF OF BROADCAST OPNS-RADIO 62,188.56 
STLOU Dupureur,Cynthia M Chemistry 
PROF, ASOC 66.491 .00 
STLOU Durham.Tamara H. COE Advising and Prof Exp 
ACADEMIC ADVISOR 30,999.96 
STLOU Dutcher.Catherine A Teaching & learning LECTURER SR 
3,924.00 
STLOU Dyle.Rufus College of Optometry DEPTSPCLST 
43,625.04 
STLOU Earle.James A . AlhleUcs COACH NON-ACA 
5,683.20 
STLOU Ear11,Sarah Annette Theater & Dance 
LECTURER SR 9,000.00 
STLOU Easley.Barbara A History 
LECTURER 9,750.00 
STLOU Easton JR.Robert W Maintenance Services 
MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21 .55 
STLOU Eaton.Stephanie Ann Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 
AST MGR BOOKSTORE 41,935.68 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ech,ols, Vickie M 
Eckelkamp,EIJzabeth 
Eckert,Anthony D 







Efken 1Robert Shawn 
Eggemeyer,Anna 'Denise 
Elder,Anlhony W . 
El-Hage Chehad _,Laur· Lyrm 
Elias, Ma,rllll 'Rene 
E ll.Paul R 
El I erbusch,Usabeth 
Ellerman Sr.Michael J 
Ellio , · lizabellh K 
Emott, Michae,1 r 
EIHott,Yvonne 
Ems Jr,Ctiarles E 
Elsel"IS0hn, Emily EUzabel1, 
!Elwood, Lisa S 
Enne ing1,Barbara A 
Enoch,Jerol B 
Epps.Sarah E 










2008-2009 Sa1lary Report 
Department 
Admln Services Dlv Aux Svcs 
Foreign a guages & Literature 
TS Operations 
Maln:tena11c.e Servlces 
PerfOrmlng Arts Operations 
University Child Developrnenll 
KWMU FM Radio 
Residential Ute 
Admin Servloes Div Aux Svcs 
Economics 
Continulng Education & Outreac 
English 
Technology Services 
Continuing Education & Oul ac 
Tea~hlng & Leami119 
Center for Internationa l Studi 
Contir1uln9 Education & Outreac 
Grounds 
Gente for Nanoscience 
College of Business Administra 
College of Bus,i ness Administra 
Office of Research Admi n islrat 
Mathematics & Computer Science 
Center for rauma Recovery 
Office o 'Research Admin·strat 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Dean of Arts & Sciences 
College of Optometry 
Center- for I t.ernational Studi 
Criminology B, Criminal Justice 
Special Units Chanwllor 
ITS Operations 
Performing Arts Operations 
Art & Art History 
Sue Shear ns 'lute for Women 










PROD GR RADIO 
CUSTODIAN 




DATA CNTR SUPRT TECH I 
LECTURER 
PR:OF, AST 
,QFFIC SUPRT STA.FF Ill 
DEPT AST 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Exner,J dy Lynn 
Eyssell, Thomas H 
Fabellar,Lisandrn Cruz 
Fankhauser,Andrew w 
Fantroy-Ross, Sherry Susan 
Farb rman,Susann M 
Farmer, imothy A 
Famswortl7iKenrt Allen 







F eldman,Bernard Joseph 




Fiala. ,emsa lyn 
Fick.Rae I Anne 




Fischer essmer,Jane iAirm 
Flscher,Sharon E 
lsh,Anne 





STLOU Flar,lgan,Patri Eugen 




College of Business Ad inistra 
Disability Access Services 
I r.s1ntcl1o.n-a I Computing 
Dean College of Business 
Co Jege of Nlursing 
College of Business Adminlslra 
6ducational Leadership & Polic 
Business Academic Advise & C 
History 
I niStru cllo n,aJ Computing 
Theater & Dance 
Educational eadership & Pol1c 
Eoonom-es 
Economics 
UMSUWashlngloo Univ. Engineer 
History 
Graduate Related Activities 
Dean College cf Business 
PubUc Policy Research Centers 
Ad min Services Div Au Svcs 
Communicatlon 
Library 
Art & Art History 
OoHege of Nursing 
University C.hi1d Dewlopmentl 
College of Nursing 
Clinical Experien.ces 
College of ur.sing 
Performi n Arts Ope raLJons 
Chi d Advocacy Center 
P yslcs and Astronomy 









SFTWR StJPRT ANLYST- NTRV 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF U 
PROF, ASOC T~CH 
PROF, ASOC 
PROF, TEACH 
ACADE 1!C ADV SOR SR 
PROF, ASOC 








AST TO DEAN 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
LEC URER 
LI BRAR.Y A.ST 11 
RESRCH AST 
ECTURER 




SUPV STAGE SVCS 
SOCIAL WORKER ASOC 
PROF, ASOC TEACH 
TEMP SERVICE 
ASOC DlR ATHLETICS SR-S 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TiUe Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Flanigan,Yolanda Cashae College or Optometry ADMINAST 
15.97 
snou Fleming JR,Willie Continuing Education & Outreac CUSTODIAN 
12.70 
STLOU Fleming,Dorothy Glen Student Financial Aid OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 
10.83 
STLOU Fleming.Rose Marie Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 
2,513.00 
STLOU Flores,Ricardo A Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR 
66.577.00 
STLOU Flotron,Gary L College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 9,300.00 
STLOU Flowers.Barbara J Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC DIR 
79,336.32 
STLOU Flunker,Joseph Craft Chemistry GLASSBLOWER II 
21.73 
STLOU Foerst,Elliott Timothy UMSL Police POil.iCE OFFICER 
16.61 
STLOU Foerster,Paulette Marie Social Work LECTURER 
9,000.00 
STLOU Fogarty.Brian J Political Science PROF.AST 
60,065.00 
STLOU Fogerty.Ray Career Services EVENTS AST 
15.30 
STLOU Foht,Cynthia L Continuing Education & Outreac COOR, CONTG EDUC SR 
44,133.36 
STLOU Fok.Kam Fook Chemistry RESRCHAST 
39,999.96 
STLOU Forbes.Nancy S vc Academic Affairs DEPT AST 
20.11 
STLOU Fortner.Tammy Lynne Cashiers Office ADMINAST 
15.44 
STLOU Fortova,Yvetta Recreational Sports/Intramural 
EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 20.00 
STLOU Foster.Brian S Mathematics & Computer Science 
TUTOR 7.50 
STLOU Foster.Kathleen Ann Student Financial Aid 
ASOC DIR STU FIN AID 46,350.00 
STLOU Fowler,Mary K User Services DIR USER SVCS-$ 
89,000.04 
STLOU Fowler.Nathaniel J Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
10.13 
STLOU Fowler.Stephanie L User Services SY ST SUPRT ANL YST-ENTRY 
16.63 
STLOU F rancis,Antya M Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
14.42 
STLOU Frandsen.Gary Michael College or Nursing LECTURER 
55,900.00 
STLOU Franklin,Denise M Graphic Services 
PRESS OPR M/F 17.42 
STLOU Franklin,LaVeme C Student Support Services 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV 15.20 
STLOU Franzel,Aaron Stephen College of Optomelly 
PROF, AST CLINCL 82,233.24 
STLOU Franzel,G A College of Optometry DEAN.ASOC 
114,871.80 
STLOU Fraundorf,Philip Physics and Astronomy PROF,ASOC 
67,022.00 
STLOU Frazer,Mlchael L. Athletics ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
42.499.92 
STLOU Freeman.Derrick Special Units Office of Equal EQUAL OPPORTUNITY SPCLST 
36.727.92 
STLOU Freeman.Melody D Continuing Education & Outreac SUPV, OFFICE 
39.213.96 
STLOU Freshman.Maria Geralyn Public Policy Research Centers 
RESRCH SPCLST SR 47.024.40 
STLOU Frey.Jay M Graphic Services 
PRE PRESS SR 21.09 
STLOU Friedlander.Richard J Mathematics & Computer Science 
PROFESSOR 12,g26.00 
STLOU Friedline.Gerianne Dean Honors College 
LECTURER 30,168.00 
18 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department 1iUe 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Friedrich,Judllh R Mercantile Library LIBRARIAN II 
49,293.96 
STLOU Friend,Candice Lanelle Biology STU AST HIGH SCHOOL 
6.50 
STLOU Frierson,CaMa Celeste Dean College of Education DEPT AST 
16.26 
STLOU Friese,James Owen User Services SYST SUPRT ANL YST -SPCLST 
24.74 
STLOU Frisella .Suzanne F College & Unils EXEC STAFF AST 11 
19.25 
STLOU Fritz Hoerchler,Tarren Denise Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
17,181.00 
STLOU Frost.Christopher L College of Optometry PATIENT SVC REP 
13.75 
STLOU Fry.Geoffrey David Continuing Education & Outreac TEACHING AST 
11 .44 
STLOU Frye.Carri Elizabeth Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 
TEMP CLERICAL 8.00 
STLOU Frye,Nyonia Jones Human Resources 
HUMAN RESOURCE AST 16.53 
STLOU Fu,Qingbo College of Business Administra PROF,AST 
116,382.00 
STLOU Fulks,Kennelh G. Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 
11.71 
STLOU Fung.Hung Gay College of Business Adminlslra PROFESSOR 
160,291.00 
STLOU Furgason,Kathem Lee Sociology LECTURER 
12,000.00 
STLOU Furlow.Teri A Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR 
43.160.76 
STLOU Fuss.Peter Dean Honors College PROF EMERITUS 
10,701.00 
STLOU Gadel,Alice M Registration 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 9.92 
STLOU Gadel,Sarah E Regislration 
CLERK 8.10 
STLOU Gainer,Judtth Rodgers Educational Psychology 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,848.00 
STLOU Gallup,Krislina Meyers Annual Fund 
DIR OF DEVELOPMENT 91,051 .92 
STLOU Galovskl,Tara Ellen Psychology PROF.AST 
70,685.00 
STLOU Galvin.Victoria Graphic Services ADMINAIDE 
17.84 
STLOU Ganahl,Gina Verl Continuing Education & Outreac DEAN, ASOC 
97,093.68 
STLOU Ganlner,Eric M. Art & Art History 
LECTURER 32,400.00 
STLOU Gantzert, Thomas Missouri Enterprise 
PROJ MGR-MO ENTERPRISE 75,073.44 
STLOU Ganz,David R Dean College of Business 
PROF, AST EMERITUS 28,692.12 
STLOU Gao,Libln Chemistry 
POST DOCTORAL ASOC 28,500.00 
STLOU Gao.Yong College of Business Administra PROF. AST 
116,815.00 
STLOU Garcia.Debra S Economics 
ADMINASOCI 18.58 
STLOU Gardner.Steven Public Policy Research Centers 
RESRCH ASOC 69,300.00 
STLOU Garhart.Christine A College of Optometry PROF. AST CLINCL 
62,770.13 
STLOU Gamer.Oscar Wayne Maintenance Services 
MAINT SVC ATTD 17.70 
STLOU Garofalo,Dorolhy J Coollouing Education & Oulreac 
LECTURER 922.80 
STLOU Garrelt,Susan Gail Continuing Education & Outreac 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 12.26 
STLOU Garrett.William A Library 
LIBRARIAN II 51 ,999.96 
STLOU Garrison.Robert Stickler Technology Services 
















































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TIiie 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Garver.Wayne Paul Physics and Astronomy 
RESRCH SCIENT/NON-ACA 73,215.00 
STLOU Garvilla,John Joseph Athletics 
DIR ATHLETICS 100,000.08 
STLOU Garzia.Ralph P College of Optometry 
PROF,ASOC 119,324.28 
STLOU Garzon.Dawn L College of Nursing 
PROF. AST 84,775.92 
STLOU Gasen Thenhaus,Vlrginla K Continuing Education & Outreac 
SPECIALIST 93,297.00 
STLOU Gatson.Linda Marie Finance 
CLERK CHIEF 22.45 
STLOU Gaubatz,Douglas Frederick Art & Art History 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 18,000.00 
STLOU Gavett.Christine Elizabeth College of Optometry 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 43,200.00 
STLOU Gay.Cassandra l. Admissions 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 111 11.98 
STLOU Gayou,Donald E Mathematics & Computer Science 
PROF, ASOC TEACH 50,905.00 
STLOU Gazda.Jeanette M Continuing Education & Outreac 
ADMINASOCI 14.50 
STLOU Gee.Melody Sueann English 
LECTURER 14,124.00 
STLOU Geisler.Gregory Gerard College of Business Administra 
PROF,ASOC 127,146.00 
STLOU Geismar Ryan.Lori Continuing Education & Outreac 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 250.00 
STLOU Geiss.Mary Bridget Communication 
LECTURER 36.240.00 
STLOU Gellman.David Technology Services 
SYST AOMINR-SPCLST 51 ,700.44 
STLOU Gemignani,Cynthia College & Units 
COOR DEVELOPMENT 18.99 
STLOU Gentile.Kathy J English 
PROF,ASOC 71 ,004.96 
STLOU Gentry.Jerry Dee UMSL Police 
POLICE OFFICER 16.44 
STLOU Geoffroy.Rachel Marie Physics and Astronomy 
STU AST HIGH SCHOOL 8.50 
STLOU George.Thomas F Campus Departments Chancellor 
CHANCELLOR 292,578.00 
STLOU Georges.Anthony Student Financial Aid 
DIR STU FINL AID-$ 88.180.20 
STLOU Gerdes.Robert William Business Services 
MAIL CARRIER 11 .18 
STLOU Gerrein,Sheryl Lee Theater & Dance 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 14.06 
STLOU Gerteis,Louis Saxton History 
PROFESSOR 88,568.00 
STLOU Gerth,Daniel J 
Dean Honors College PROF, AST TEACH 
45,024.00 
STLOU Geyer,Melody OtMa Art & Art History 
MODEL 12.00 
STLOU GhOlson,Talla J Human Resources 
HUMAN RESOURCE AST 15.05 
STLOU Gibb,Erika L Physics and Astronomy 
PROF, AST 63,282.00 
STLOU Gibson.Warren College of Nursing 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 12.77 
STLOU Gllbertsen.Llsa Anne Continuing Education & Outreae 
LECTURER 2,307.00 
STLOU GIibertson.Peggy K Business Academic Advisors & C 
ACADEMIC ADVISOR 32.707.56 
STLOU Gilkey.Mindy Smith Music 
SPECIALIST 25.50 
STLOU Gillespie.Glenda J Dean of Arts & Sciences 
ADMINAST 16.40 
STLOU Gillham.David James Music 
PROF, ASOC 61,800.00 
STLOU Gillingham Ill .John Rowley History 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Glassberg ,And rew Durst 
Glassman.Joel Norma:n 
Glaubius,Jenn ifer Elaine 





Goedeker ,E llen R 
GoerkejMarilyn Joyce 
Goke1 Jr,George Will1am 
Goldbaum. Richard Irving 
Go1dwa-sser ,Cary Merle 
Goodin.car Dwayne 
Goodw:ln ,Diane A 
Gorden,Bette M 
Gorla, Nancy L 
Gouwens,Oona1d A 







Grant, Susan M 
Graslaub, Deb A 
Graves,Mlchael J. 
Gray,Aolhony 0, 
G y,Gabr1eH Alice 






-2008 2009 Salary Report 
IJepartment 
Political Science 
Center for lnlematlonal Studi 
Anthropology 
Performln.g Arts Operations 
Dean Honors College 




Continulng Education & Oulreac 
Center for Nanoscience 
Continuing Educatlon & Outreac 
Pertiormifllg Aris 0para,tions 
Continuing Education & Outreac 







College of Optometry 
B ology 
ciuslodla l, Services 
Mathematics & co· puter Science 
En-glish 
Dev/Alumni Records 
Re eatiiona1 SportsJilnlramural 
Cr iminology & Crimin.a l Justice 
0o!leg of Buslness Administr 
Biology 
Cus odia Services 














GRAPHIC ART!ST II 
LECTURER SR 
PROF, DISTINGUISHED 
PROF. ASOC ADJUNC 










PROF, CURATO' TEACH 
CUSTODIAN 
GRADER 
PROF I ASOC TEACH 
PRGMRJANYLST ~EXPRT 
EVEN S AST, ATHU: IC 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STLOIJ Greene,Cllnton A 
STLOU Gregg ,Ryari Emot 
STLOU Gress,RaridaU P. 
STLOU Griesedieck,David J 
STLOU Grlffey,Steven Vernon 
STLOU' Griffin,Andniw L 
STLOU Griffin, Claudia 
STlOU Griffi n,Dora J 
STLOU Griffin. Marsh al I Courtney 
STLOU Griffin , Mio.ha el G 
STLOU Grigsby,Sheila Renee 
STLOU Grim, E::rlcka 
STL.OU Grimes.Jamey V. 
sn.ou Grimm--Howell,,Eli2abeth Marie 
STLOU Grlswold,Jefl' 
STLOU Grooms, Edward 
STLOU Gros.Jean Germain 
STLOU Grove, Christopher Wyndell 
STlOU Grueninger.Kara M 
STLOU Grurntch Timolhy P 
STLOU Guess,Ter sa J 
STLOU Gueuennan ,Lin.da Marie 
STLOU Gully.Sabrina F 
STLOU Gum.Steven Douglass 
STlOIJ Gunn.Jeanne E 
STLOU G11.mn, Mattihew Scott 
STLOU Guo,B orong 
STLOU Gutierrez, Leonidas J. 
ST OU Gulmann,lee w111;am 
STlOIJ Gutw,eiler,John l 
STLOU Guzy,M chae'I Willi m 
S LOU Gyllenborg,Rich rd M 
STLOU Haas.Charles Chester 
snou Hackmeisle r; Mary Eliza bell1 
STlOU Hag n,Drarme Eileen 
STLOU ggans.Kalhryn Taylor 
-
2008-2009 Salary Report 
Oopar1ment 
Economics 
Art & Art History 
Office of Research Ad ministral 
Philosophy 
Col leg of Business Admlnistira. 
Admissions 
Telephone Services 
Accou nting Servioes 
K\1\1 U FM Radio 
Psyctiology 
CollEJ98 of Nursing 
Registration 
Custodia! Serv'ces 
Col lege of Bus,iness Administra 
Perfo ming Arts Operetions 
Dean,-College Fine Arts & Camm 
Political Science 
P recollegiate Program 
Conlinuing Education & Outreac 
Admin Servioes Div Aux Svcs 
Sociology 
Claan-Celllega Fine Arts & Comm 
Dean CollegB of Education 
Altl1etlc.s 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
F aciliUes Planning 
Social Work 
Transportation & Parking 
Grounds 
Chrtmistry 
Crlmi110 ogy & Crimlnai Justice 
A1h1etics 
U SL Police 
Art & Art His ory 
















DATA ENTRY OPR SR 
CUSTODIAN 
LECTURER SR 






PROF , ASOC 
ACADEMIC AD•VISOR SR 
DEPT AST 
COACH, AST NON-ACA 
L CTIJRER 
FACILITIES SPACE PlNIR/ANLYST 
PROF, AST 
MGR P~Rl<ING OPNS 
GROUNDS KEE PER II 
LECTURER 
L CTURER 
ASOC DIR ATHLETICS 
POLICE OFFICER 
AO INAST 
BUSI ISCAL OPNS SPClST 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department 
Title Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Haier,Bert G Art & Art History 
MODEL 12.00 
STLOU Halbert.Kelly 0 Biology 
COOR INSTRUCTL LAB 35,656.08 
STLOU Hale.Joey D English 
LECTURER 21 ,186.00 
STLOU Haley,Michelle Renee Chemistry 
SECRETARY 12.72 
STLOU Hall.Alice E Communication 
PROF,ASOC 67,500.00 
STLOU Hallett.Mark R Educational Psychology 
PROJECT SUPRT SPCLST 36,996.00 
STLOU Halley.Mary M Teaching & Loaming 
LECTURER SR 14,772.00 
STLOU Halley.Nathan C. ITS Operations 
0 8 PRGMR/ANL YST-SPCLST 46.999.80 
STLOU Hamilton,Emily Ann Counseling Servioes 
PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSLG 49,272.00 
STLOU Hamilton.Lela Denise Custodial Services 
CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Hamilton.Margaret Louise College of Nursing 
LECTURER 35,100.00 
STLOU Hammond, William Music 
PROF, ASOC TEACH 20.700.00 
STLOU Han.Pi-Chi Educational Leadership & Polle 
PROF.AST 54,325.00 
STLOU Hancock Ill ,John c Office of Research Administrat 
MGR ANML WLFR UNT/UNIV COMPLNC 41 ,105.16 
STLOU Hancock,D Anne G College of Business Administra 
PROF.ASOC 114.363.00 
STLOU Hancock.Toni Lee College of Nursing 
ADMINAST 15.10 
STLOU Handel,Peter Herwig 
Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR 
80,031.00 
STLOU Handelman,Sapir 
Center for International Studi FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL 
23,400.00 
STLOU Hangbe,Deborah Louise Child Advocacy Center 
RECEPTIONIST 9.75 
STLOU Hankinson.Chad A Dean Honors College 
PROF, AST TEACH 34,608.00 
STLOU Happe,Klmber1y Renee Cashiers Office 
CLERK SR 11.34 
STLOU Harbach.Barbara Carol Music 
PROFESSOR 72,800.00 
STLOU Hardge.Andrew College of Business Administra 
LECTURER SR 9,300.00 
STLOU Harkness.Rhonda M Residential Life 
CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Hariston.Veronica Rena 
College of Nursing LECTURER 
24,336.00 
STLOU Harnacker,Usa A 
College of Nursing INSTRUCTOR, CLINCL 
3,300.00 
STLOU Harper.Dyan 
Psychology PROF, TEACH 
22,500.00 
STLOU Harrell.Linda Sue 
Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV 
17.12 
STLOU Harris.Alexander Donald College of Optometry 
PROF, AST CUNCL 89,653.92 
STLOU Harris.Elizabeth F Continuing Education & Outreac 
LECTURER 2,307.00 
STLOU Harrls,Harold Hart Chemistry 
PROF,ASOC 64,591.00 
STLOU Harris,Harry Athletics 
COOR, STU OEVELPMNT 45.045.36 
STLOU Harris,Mlchael M 
College of Business Administra PROFESSOR 
132,329.00 
STLOU Harris.Natasha Lynne 
Registration REGISTRAR, AST-SIS 
37,744.44 
STLOU Harris.Robert N 
Psychology PROF, CLINCL 
100,152.00 

























































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department nue Satary/Hour1y Rate 
STLOU Hart.Donna Anthropology LECTURER 41,907.00 
STLOU Hartenberger,Aurella Winifred Music PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 
16,485.00 
STLOU Harting.Martha Lynn College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 
9,300.00 
STLOU Harvey,LaShonda Beatrice ITS Operations OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 11.45 
STLOU Harvey.Loyola E University Events SECRETARY, ADMIN 19.23 
STLOU Hasegawa.Loe T, Center for International Studl OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 11 11.19 
STLOU Haston.Carl A user Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-SPCLST 25.46 
STLOU Hattman.Melissa Transfer Services DIR TRANSFER SVCS & ARTICULN 84,390.00 
STLOU Hatton,Jennifer M University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR 
38,160.00 
STLOU Hauf,Susan Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC COOR 
20,000.00 
STLOU Hauff.Alan F Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST 
73,041.96 
STLOU Haughton,Jean Accounting Services DEl?TAST 
13.16 
STLOU Haughton,Jermel Library STU AST HIGH SCHOOL 6.65 
STLOU Haupt.Nancy Lynne Conllnuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,451.00 
STLOU Haus. Carolyn Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 13,842.00 
STLOU Hausmann,LeeAnn Athletics ADMINAST 
15.86 
STLOU Hawkins.Vicky Diane Continuing Education & Outreac SECRETARY SR 
13.68 
STLOU Hayes.Kristen Anne KWMU FM Radio 
COOR DEVELOPMENT 17.50 
STLOU Hayes.Laura Ann Inst Math Science Edu&Lrn Tech ADMINAST 
17.41 
STLOU Hayes.Veronica J College of Nursing ACADEMIC ADVISOR SR 
39,765.72 
STLOU Haymon,Beverly Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
12.23 
STLOU Haynes,Lanlta G Admln Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
12.00 
STLOU Haynas,Laura Andrea Cashiers Office CLERK SR 
11.34 
STLOU Haywood.Kathleen Marie Dean College of Education DEAN,ASOC 
117,830.04 
STLOU Hazley, Celestine L Educational Psychology DEPT AST 
17.23 
STLOU He,Wenjie Mathematics & Computer Science PROF,ASOC 
74,998.00 
STLOU Heard,Sheliah L A Student Financial Aid 
COOR STU FINL AID 16.05 
STLOU Hearst.Linda Marie Library LIBRARY AST 11 
13.83 
STLOU Heberle,Mary Catherine College of Nursing LECTURER 
7,800.00 
STLOU Heckel.Mary Ellen Graduate School EXEC STAFF AST II 
25.01 
STLOU Heinicke II.Michael D Performing Ms Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 
18.54 
STLOU Heinz.Ryan J University Communications INFORMATION SPCLST SR 
38,160.00 
STLOU Heisel,Alan D Communication PROF, ASOC 
82,242.96 
STLOU Heisel,leighanne Communication 
PROF, ASOC TEACH 47,922.00 
STLOU Heisserer.Jason Todd Teaching & Learning 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,848.00 
STLOU Helthaus,Peter A Human Resources 



















































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Tille Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Heitkamp.Amy Christine Educational Leadership & Polle TUTOR 
20.00 
STLOU Heitman,Elizabeth Anne Clinical Expertences MENTOR 
16,500.00 
STLOU Heller.Mary Margaret College & Units DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 
45,016.08 
STLOU Hellwege,Richard B Dean College of Education PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST 
49,920.00 
STLOU Helton, Thomas Continuing Education & Outreac CONFERENCE AST-$ 12.25 
STLOU Hempen.Maryann J Biology SECRETARY 
15.46 
STLOU Henderson.Beth A College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT 27,651.24 
STLOU Henderson.Gloria Engllsh SECRETARY 
10.60 
STLOU Hendren.Nora J. Philosophy ADMINASOC I 
17.64 
STLOU Hendrickson.Ruth Suzanne Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, AST TEACH 
32,400.00 
STLOU Hendrix.Tiffani Marie Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 
3,428.52 
STLOU Henke,JillA Residential Life MGR, UMSL APARTMENTS 
36,400.08 
STLOU Hennessy.Maryrose Campus Departments Chancellor SECRETARY, AOMIN 
15.66 
STLOU Henry.James E. Music PROF,ASOC 
62.800.00 
STLOU Henry,Janese Wanda Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
18.54 
STLOU Henry.Matthew Aaron Music PROF, AST TEACH 
46,000.00 
STLOU Henry.Vinita College of Optometry PROF, CLINCL 
86,808.00 
STLOU Henry.Smetana.Erik Eugene Human Resources 
MGR RECRUIT COMP&ORG DEVLMNT 54,589.56 
STLOU Hensley, Thomas Dean Honors College LECTURER 
25,638.00 
STLOU Henson.Bob Londes Physics and Astronomy PROFESSOR 
65,085.00 
STLOU Henson,Charmalne Athletics SECRETARY SR 
16.20 
STLOU Her.Youngwon College of Business Administra PROF,AST 
124,533.00 
STLOU Herbert Scott T Psychology RESRCHASOC 
16.686.96 
STLOU Herbert,Stephen T Library LIBRARY AST 111 
16.83 
STLOU Herberts,Richard C KWMU FM Radio 
ANNOUNCER 12.67 
STLOU Herbst.Diane M Teaching & Leaming 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.59 
STLOU Herrera.Justo Guadalupe Foreign Languages & Literature 
LECTURER 24,000.00 
STLOU Hess.Mitchell R Cashiers Office 
MGR CASHIERING-$ 65,000.04 
STLOU Heth 111,George 0 Biology PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
25,500.00 
STLOU Hettich.Douglas J Transfer Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 
10.51 
STLOU Hickey.Maria A KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER  RADIO 
39,177.00 
STLOU Hickman.Clark Joseph Continuing Education & Outreac DEAN.ASOC 
102.328.92 
STLOU Hicks,Judith College of Nursing 
ADMINAST 21.64 
STLOU Hieken,Sherry M KWMU FM Radio 
MGR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS 61.918.80 
STLOU Higgins,Bennila L. Child Advocacy Center 
CLERK SR 14.86 
STLOU Hill.Lee Dell Custodial Services 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TiUe 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Hill.Marsha C Cashiers Office CLERK SR 
11.96 
STLOU Hindeleh,Elias C Library 
LIBRARY AST I 19.86 
STLOU Hines.Victoria Yvonne Continuing Education & Outreac TEACHING AST 
12.00 
STLOU Hinkle.Larry G Office of Research Administrat ANIMAL TECHN II 
15.54 
STLOU Hinton.Corrine Elizabeth Dean Honors College LECTURER 
30,582.00 
STLOU Hinton.Patricia Ann Biology ADMINAST 
14.05 
STLOU Hironaka,Mieko Music SPECIALIST 
25.50 
STLOU Hirshberg,Martha J College of Nursing LECTURER 
56.700.00 
STLOU Hirth.Carole Anne Continuing Education & Outreac 
LECTURER 1,1 53.50 
STLOU Hitchcock,Charlotte VA-Administration 
ADMtNASOCI 23.84 
STLOU Hoagland.Carl Teaching & Leaming PROF, TEACH 
133.418.04 
STLOU Hockett.Darrell T University Communications EDITOR 
47,839.92 
STLOU Hodak,Cheryl Marie Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,307.00 
STLOU Hodge,Harlon Bryant Social Work LECTURER 
9,000.00 
STLOU Hodge.Michael Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
11.71 
STLOU Hodges.Traci Lynn College of Business Administra LECTURER 
9,600.00 
STLOU Hofer.Laura F ITS Operations 
DB PRGMR/ANLYST-EXPRT 66,999.84 
snou Hoffer.Chad R. Ctr for Student Success 
COOR, STU OEVELPMNT 43,201.68 
STLOU Hoffman.Christopher Philosophy 
PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 9,000.00 
STLOU Hoffman,Jerry D Admissions 
ASOC DIR AOMISS-S 64,141.56 
STLOU Hofmann.Michael Hermann Biology 
POST DOCTORAL ASOC 39,996.00 
STLOU Hogenkamp,Brenda ASD Finance Support 
AST TO VCHANC MNGL TECHNL SVCS 38,400.00 
STLOU Hohn 111,Willlam J Clinical Experiences MENTOR 
12,000.00 
STLOU Hollin.Eleanor M Mul\i-Cullural Relations TUTOR 
8.00 
STLOU Hollins,Oclavia Admissions 
CLERK TYPIST II 10.52 
STLOU Holloway,Debra L Business Academic Advisors & C 
DEPT AST 12.68 
STLOU Holmes.Derrick Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 
SUPV PROP MGMT GROUP 45,538.56 
STLOU Holmes.Donald J Continuing Education & Outreac 
MGR NETWRK SVCS 68,179.80 
STLOU Holmes.Eileen Marie Human Resources 
HUMAN RESOURCE AST 14,91 
STLOU Holmes.Stanley J Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 
COOR SCHEDULING-$ 32,871.24 
STLOU Holmes,Stephen Michael Chemistry 
PROF,ASOC 68,000.00 
STLOU Hoover.John N Mercantile Ubrary 
LIBRARIAN IV 89,859.00 
STLOU Hopkins.Adrian Maurice Maintenance Services 
MAINT SVC A TTO 17.70 
STLOU Hopkins.Betty Dean of Arts & Sciences 
COOR, STU OEVELPMNT 44.409.00 
STLOU Hopkins.Raphael Nicolle Political Science 
AOMINAIDE 14.54 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Title Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Horn.Kersten Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER 
34,155.00 
STLOU Homburg.Kathryn Michelle Athletics TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 
12,000.00 
STLOU Home.David James Physics and Astronomy RESRCHAST 
39,500.04 
STLOU Home,Malaika B. Executive Leadership Institute DIR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE-STL 
114,582.12 
STLOU Horsford,Emlly Kathleen Performing Arts Operations CASHIER TICKET/SALES 
10.35 
STLOU Hoscher,Joan M Center for Human Origin & Cult TEACHING AST 
14.00 
STLOU Hoss.Opal M Business Services MAIL CARRIER 
11.18 
STLOU House.Shakita S Dean Honors College ADMINAST 
14.82 
STLOU Howard,Derrick Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
10.78 
STLOU Howard.Lenard Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR 
12.56 
STLOU Howe.Michael College of Optometry ENGRG TECHN, RESRCH SR 
23.51 
STLOU Hsieh, Winston Wen Sung History PROF, ASOC 
53,115.00 
STLOU Hsueh,Kuei-Hsiang College of Nursing PROF. AST 
63,001 .00 
STLOU Huang,Zunnan Chemistry POST DOCTORAL ASOC 
31,907.04 
STLOU Hubbard,Mary Karen Riechers Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
4,850.00 
STLOU Huckaba,Nathan G UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR 
15.00 
STLOU Huebner Sr.George UMSL Police DISPATCHER, RADIO 
13.66 
STLOU Huebner,Belh M. Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF.AST 
79,365.00 
STLOU Huff.Donna M Ctr for Student Success PRECEPTOR 
14.42 
STLOU Huffman.Miriam I. Student Life ASOC DIR STU LIFE 
51,975.48 
STLOU Huffmon,Jennifer L Missouri Enterpr,se PROJECT SUPRT SPCLST 
43,099.68 
STLOU Hull<er,Barbara Jean Library LIBRARY AST Ill 
20.48 
STLOU Hughes.Christina Wilson Precolleglate Program ACADEMIC COOR 
2,400.00 
STLOU Hughes.Maura Jane Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 
6,921 .00 
STLOU Hughey.Douglas A College of Nursing 
SFTWR SUPRT ANL YST-EXPRT 38,623.32 
STLOU Huhmann,Matthew Gerald Mathematics & Computer Science 
GRADER 7.50 
STLOU Huisman.Sarah Esther Continuing Education & Outreac 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 2,616.00 
STL U Hull,Mallhew Huston Mercantile Library TEMP CLERICAL 
10.00 
STLOU Hunter,Nicheile ITS Operations BUSINESS MGR I 
47,000.04 
STL U Hunter.Virginia Lee Art & Art History LECTURER 
9,000.00 
STLOU Huppert.Patrick W. UMSLPolice SECURITY ACCESS SPCI.ST 
21 .SS 
STLOU Hurley ,Andrew History PROFESSOR 
88.497.00 
STLOU Hurwlcz,Margo Lea Anthropology 
PROF,ASOC 70,741 .00 
STLOU Huston.Dale W Custodial Services 
CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Hutchinson.Roderick A KWMU FM Radio 
DEPT AST 14.62 
STLOU Huxtable.Brian R Technology & Learning Ctr 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































louioukina .Ann a Barisov-n a 
Irwin.Thomas Glenn 
lsaac--Savage ,Evelyn Paulette 
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Jackson, Brenda F 














Jenkins., Caro, E 
J'enkins,Dwayne Edmund 
Jenkins, ulh 
Jen new in ,Augu&l Harvey 
Jensen, Rebeoca A 
Jiang,Oing ang, 
Johns.Joseph Thomas 
Jo nson JR.Julius H 
Johnson,Alfred J 
-
2008-2009 Salary Report 
Department 
Dean College of Educailion 
usic 
De.an-College Fine Arts & Comm 
Custod lal Services 
Custodial Services 
College of Optometry 
Continuing Education a Outreac 
Educalional LeaderShlp & Polic 
UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer 
English 
Educationa leaders1i1p & Polic 
Polltical Science 
Adml n S n,,ices Div Aux Svcs 
Graduate School 
i=t uman Resources 




Mathematics & Computer Science 
College of Business Adminlstra 
College of Optometry 
Mainteoanco Servlcas 
University Health Services 
Psychoogy 
Continuing ducation & Outreac 
Multi-Cultural Relations 
foretgn l a~,uages, & Literature 
Custodial Services 
Co11ege of Nursing 
Uni\lerslty Communications 
University 1Hea1th Services 
Mathematics & Computer Science 
Admin Servlaes Div Aux S cs 





BUSI/FISCAL OFNS SPCLST 





PROJ 1DEVLM 'T SPCLST 
PIROF, AS'OC TEAC!f-1 
TUTOR. 
PROF, AST TEACH 
PROF, ASOC 
PRO , ASOC 
COOR, UNIV CONFERENCE SVCS 
ADM1SS COUNSE OR 





PROF, ASO  
PROFESSOR 
PROF, AST CLINCL 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
NURSE PRACTITIONER 
PROF, AST CUNCL 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Title 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Johnson.Clarence Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
6.627.40 
STLOU Johnson.David Charles Maintenance Services CHILLER TECHN 
22.14 
STLOU Johnson.Dawn K. Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 
44,289.96 
STLOU Johnson.Diana Registration REGISTRAR. AST 
56,04360 
STLOU Johnson,Judilh L. Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC ADVISOR 
18.734.64 
STLOU John.son,Kimberly Joyce University Events COOR. SPCL EVENTS 
42,426.72 
STLOU Johnson,Mark Maintenance Services MAtNT SVC ATTD 
16.22 
STLOU Johnson.Peggy Joyce Special Units Chancellor OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 
13.50 
STLOU Johnson.Sharon D Social Work 
PROF,ASOC 73,000.00 
STLOU Johnson.Torino A Precollegiate Program 
INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 3,428.52 
STLOU Jones.Carolyn D Anthropology ADMINASOCI 
17.11 
STLOU Jones, Charles A Athletics COACH, AST NON-ACA 
6,274.56 
STLOU Jones.Edwin Burns College of Business Adminislra LECTURER 
13,500.00 
STLOU Jones.Endsley Political Science PROFESSOR 
111,674.00 
STLOU Jones.Franklin Alanzo Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
10.78 
STLOU Jones,Hugh Dylan Music LECTURER 
6,120.00 
STLOU Jones.Jeffrey Alan College & Units 
ASOC DIR DEVELOPMENT 75,404.16 
STLOU Jones,Jerron Charles Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 
CUSTODIAN 10.78 
STLOU Jones.Leah Victoria Student Life 
STU SVC ADVISOR 25,314.36 
STLOU Jones.Nia M Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR 
20.00 
STLOU Jones,Pamcia Elaine Psychology SECRETARY SR 
16.85 
STLOU Jones,Peggy College or Optometry PATIENT SVC REP 
11,96 
STLOU Jones.Stephanie Lynn Biology 
STU AST HIGH SCHOOL 7.50 
STLOU Jones.Tammy Dee College of Optometry 
MGMT ANALYST 21.22 
STLOU Jones.Trent Andrew Athletics 
COACH NON-ACA 38,496.00 
STLOU Jones.Verdell Teaching & Leaming 
TEMP CLERICAL 17.75 
STLOU Jones.Youlanda Yvonne College of Optometry 
CLERK CHIEF 14.81 
STLOU Jordan.Amy E Performing Arts Operations 
EVENTS AST 13.28 
STLOU Jordan.Kevin C Recreational Sports/Intramural 
EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 20.00 
STLOU Jordan.Larry Maintenance Services 
MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21.55 
STLOU Joshl,Kallash College of Business Administra 
PROFESSOR 111,274.00 
STLOU Josse,L ynn M Continuing Education & Outreac 
LECTURER 800.00 
STLOU Jost.Paul E Art & Art History 
LECTURER 9,000.00 
STLOU Justice.Marjorie Ann English 
LECTURER 14,124.00 
STLOU Kachur,Barbara A English 
PROFESSOR 76,816.00 
STLOU Kaiser.Joseph Alan Criminology & Criminal Justice 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Tit.Sa 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Kaiser,Mark Stephen Athletics 
TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 12,000.00 
STLOU Kamalay,Joseph Charles Biology 
PROF, AST TEACH 41,195.00 
STLOU Kandulapati,Lakshmi Prashanti Student Support Services TUTOR 
15.00 
STLOU Kane.Daniel Joseph Transportation & Parking TEMP SERVICE 
9.44 
STLOU Kane.Joseph G UMSL Police POLICE SERGEANT 
18.35 
STLOU Kang,Hyung Woo Mathematics & Computer Science PROF.AST 
84,280.00 
STLOU Kang.Min Soo History PROF. AST 
52,429.00 
STLOU Karslake,James E Foreign Languages & Literature 
ADMINASOCI 18.28 
STLOU Kashubeck West.Susan Counseling - Coll~e of Educat 
PROF,ASOC 76,612.00 
STLOU Kasica,Paula J Music 
LECTURER 3,060.00 
STLOU Kaufmann.Tory Business Services 
MGR MAIL SVC 47,000.04 
STLOU Kaup.Ann M Continuing Education & Outreac 
BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST 83,216.40 
STLOU Keeler.Matthew w Educational Psychology PR F,ASOC 
72,451.16 
STLOU Keel.Robert 0 Sociology PROF, TEACH 
57,282.00 
STLOU Koesal,Marlene Ann Teaching & Leaming LECTURER SR 
16.332.00 
STLOU Kehner,Kenneth William Music 
LECTURER 26,010.00 
STLOU Keiser,Jennifer College of Optometry 
RESIDENT, CLINCL 32.400.00 
STLOU Keller.Karen 
Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST 46,243.08 
STLOU Keller, Mason C Criminology & Criminal Justice 
LECTURER 7,620.00 
STLOU Kelly,Charles Amold Art & Art History 
MODEL 12.00 
STLOU Kelly.Lucretia S Continuing Education & Outreac 
LECTURER SR 3,000.00 
STLOU Kelly.Maud Christine Dean Honors College 
LECTURER 30,582.00 
STLOU Kemper.Lindsay Evolyn Continuing Education & Outreac 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 11 11.00 
STLOU Kendig.Susan M College of Nursing 
PROF, ASOC TEACH 82,662.00 
STLOU Kenney,Ann Lou 
Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech RESRCHASOC 32,500.08 
STLOU Kerley.Shelley A KWMU FM Radio 
STATION MGR KWMU-FM 84,127.56 
STLOU Kerr,Stepfon 0 . Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 
CUSTODIAN 10.78 
STLOU Kessler,Kimbe~y C College of Business Administra 
ADMINAIDE 14.82 
STLOU Keuss, Theresa Lynn Registration 
AST TO REGISTRAR 15.75 
STLOU Kiel.Deborah w College of Nursing 
PROF, ASOC TEACH 67,564.00 
STLOU Killoran Ill.John M College of Business Administra 
LECTURER SR 9,300.00 
STLOU Kim,Goo-Yeon Teaching & Learning 
PROF. AST 53,964.00 
STLOU Kimball Ill.Charles F Maintenance Services 
MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21 .55 
STLOU Kimball.David C Political Science 
PROF, ASOC 64,702.00 
STLOU King.Daniel M Athletics 
COACH NON-ACA 40,717.44 
STLOU King,Marllyn Social Work 
PROF.AST 56,610.00 
30 














































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Title Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU King.Mary E Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID 16.05 
STLOU Klng,Phillip M Technology Services DATA CNTR SUPRT TECH 1 
14.36 
STLOU Kinney.Kathryn A Alumni Activities COOR ALUMNI/CONSTIT REL 17.45 
STLOU Kinney.Nancy T Political Science PROF,ASOC 60,463.00 
STLOU Kirby.Noah Martin Art & Art History PROF. AST ADJUNCT 9,000.00 
STLOU Kirchhoff.Brenda A Psychology PROF. AST 59,333.33 
STLOU Klr1<patrick.Kathy J Biology OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 111 13.33 
STLOU Kirl<patrick,Suzanne Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 1.153.50 
STLOU Kirkwood.Karen Elizabeth ITS Operations DIR ITS BUS SYST & TELECOMM 
80,000.04 
STLOU Kite,Terry W Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,307.00 
STLOU Kittelson.Ray Admissions ADMISS ADVISOR 
14.08 
STLOU Klearman,Klmberly Janette Performing Arts Operations SUPV LIGHT & ELECT SYS BTPAC 
42,033.96 
STLOU Klein.John Charles Vice Provost Student Affairs DIR RESIDENTIAL LIFE 73.740.96 
STLOU Klein.William English PROF, TEACH 45,635.00 
STLOU Klekotka,Kimberty Colleen Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
230.70 
STLOU Kliethermes.Matthew D Child Advocacy Center PROF, AST CLINCL 
54,210.00 
STLOU Klieve,Jane B Public Polley Admin LECTURER 
2,000.00 
STLOU Klinger.David A Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, ASOC 
82,346.00 
STLOU Kloepfer,Patricia Ann Dean College of Education EXEC STAFF AST II 
27.46 
STLOU Kluempers,Deborah A Graphic Services GRAPHIC LAYOUT SPCLST 
18.38 
STLOU Klutho,Ron J Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
3,500.00 
STLOU Knapp.Patricia J. Center for International Sludi SECRETARY, ADMIN 
15.81 
STLOU Knapp,Victorla L Continuing Educalion & Outreac MANAGER 
48,034.80 
STLOU Knight.Kelli D. Career Services COOR CAREER PLNG/PLCMNT 
36,924.00 
STLOU Knight.Michael Ray COE Advising and Prof Exp 
COOR ADVffEACHER CERT 36,000.00 
STLOU Koc,Nazire Pinar Mathematics & Computer Science 
PROF, AST TEACH 43,492.00 
STLOU Koch.Matthew Joseph Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
15.45 
STLOU Kochin,Frank S Maintenance Services DIR FACILITIES SVCS 
98,250.00 
STLOU Koehn.Eric C Continuing Education & Outreac GRAPHIC DESIGNER 
35,440.32 
STLOU Koeller.Kavin James Chemistry PROF, AST RESRCH 
49,999.92 
STLOU Koerper.Richard Arthur Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,706.00 
STLOU Kohn.Dixie A vc Academic Affairs SPCL AST TO V CHANCL ACA AFF 
83,449.68 
STLOU Kopetz,Patricia Bowersox Teaching & Leaming PROFESSOR 
125,000.00 
STLOU Kopltske,Jessica Erin Art & Art History 
LECTURER 9,000.00 
STLOU Korbesmeyer,Andrew Victor Athletics 
TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 4,800.00 
STLOU Korklan,Sheldon Bruce Teaching & Learning 
















































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Tille Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Koscielskl,Stephanie Dawn COE Advising and Prof Exp LECTURER 38,036.00 
STLOU Kosnik,Lea-Rachel Defne Economics PROF.AST 
81,340.00 
STLOU Kottemann,Kart William Graduate Related Activities ASOC DIRECTOR 
58,916.04 
STLOU Kowert,Marilyn Helene Student Financial Aid ACCOUNTANT SR 46,571.88 
STLOU Koziol,Catherine Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 2,000.00 
STLOU Kral1na,llnda M Teaching & Learning LECTURER SR 8,946.00 
STLOU Kramer.Donna A Chemlslry COOR LAB OPNS 44,256.00 
STLOU Kramer.Joseph P Chemistry SPECTROMETRIST 
50,380.08 
STLOU Kreitner.Richard Allen Dean College of Education PROJ OEVLMNT SPCLST 
49,920.00 
STLOU Kridel,Donald J Economics PROF,ASOC 
61,161.00 
STLOU Krueger.James M VC for Managerial & Technologi V CHANCL MGMT/TECHL SVCS 
181,500.00 
STLOU Kubly,Holli A User Services I-NET ADMINR-EXPRT 
24.28 
STLOU Kujath,Roger Alan Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Kulczycki,Judith Mary Teaching & Learning LECTURER 6,921.00 
STLOU Kulikov, Oleg Center for Nanoseienoo RESRCHASOC 33,000.00 
STLOU Kulla.Linda Claire Exhibits & Collections SPECIALIST 
49,509.96 
STLOU Kummer.Donald R College of Business Admlnistra PROF,ASOC 
109,144.00 
STLOU Kuo.Carolyn Olson Facilities Planning 
INTERIOR DESIGNER, MANAGING 65,499.96 
STLOU Kurre,Amae Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
15.45 
STLOU Kusto,Accalia R Psychology LECTURER 
9,000.00 
STLOU Kwar1a,Jared A. User Services SYST SUPRT ANL YST-ENTRY 
16.12 
STLOU Kyle JR,Wllliam C Teaching & Learning PROFESSOR 
147,270.00 
STLOU Kyles.Shanta Latrtce Social Wort. SECRETARY SR 
14.82 
STLOU La Brier.Amanda Marie Office of Research Adminlstrat EXEC STAFF AST II 
18.09 
STLOU Lacity,Mary C College of Business Administra PROFESSOR 
135,461.00 
STLOU Lafikes,James Daniel UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR 
15.00 
STLOU Lagemann,Jenifer Kay Chemistly 
TEMP CLERICAL 9.50 
STLOU Lagennann.William R Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
12.70 
STLOU Lahl,Randall J Graphic Services SUPVPRESS 
55,224.00 
STLOU Lakshmanan,Manika Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 
13,842.00 
STLOU Lamarca.Mimi J Registration COOROINATOR 
12,960.00 
STLOU Lamanina,Joyce Ann library ADMINAST 
17.49 
STLOU Lambert-Gardiner.Mary J Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,307.00 
STLOU Lambing.Peggy Ann College of Business Administra 
LECTURER 64,803.00 
STLOU Lancaster.Rodney Allen Music 
LECTURER 4,590.00 
STLOU Landers.Elizabeth Foreign Languages & Literature 

























































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Title Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Landgraf.Thomas Joseph College of Optometry PROF, ASOC CLINCL 93,060.00 
STLOU Lane,Emily K College of Business Administra LECTURER 
44,600.00 
STLOU Lane,Sherry Sadler Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
7,848.00 
STLOU Lang.Beth Ann Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,307.00 
STLOU Lang,Krystal Proctor Transf'er Services ADMISS COUNSELOR 14.85 
STLOU Lange.Thomas W Business Services MAIL CARRIER 13.04 
STLOU Langguth,Joyce Ann Mathematics & Computer Science TEACHING ASOC 36,390.00 
STLOU Lankford.Edwin Louis Art & Art History PROFESSOR 
112,632.00 
STLOU Larmie,Nichole Louise User Services SYST SUPRT ANL YST-ENTRY 
17.84 
STLOU Larosa.Thomas J College of Optometry INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 
4,800.00 
STLOU Larsen,Annelsbeth Trouten Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
14.33 
STLOU Laslo.David Public Policy Research Centers RESRCHASOC 
90,942.72 
STLOU Laurent.Karen R Teaching & Leaming RESRCHAST 
13.00 
STLOU Lauritsen.Janet Lynn Criminology & Criminal Justice PROFESSOR 54,030.00 
STLOU Laux.Sharon Catherine Continuing Education & Outreac ASOC DIRECTOR 
70,012.80 
STLOU Lawrence, Edward C College of Business Administra PROFESSOR 
164,542.20 
STLOU Layton,Aaron Jlmail Precolleglate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 
3,428.52 
STLOU Le,Fushun Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER 
31,200.00 
STLOU Lee,Donghyuck Counseling • College of Educat PROF.AST 
56,160.00 
STLOU Lee,Jaehyouk Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, AST VISITING 
46,000.00 
STLOU Lee.Kathy Eileen College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 
55,018.00 
STLOU Lee.Roberta K College of Nursing PROFESSOR 
147,501.00 
STLOU Lehoeky,Daniel Leroy Philosophy LECTURER 
9,000.00 
STLOU Leick.James Austin Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
9,000.00 
STLOU Leifeld,Martin UA-Administration 
V CHANCL ADVANCEMENT 185,000.04 
STLOU Lemberger,Matthew Eugene Counseling • College of Educat PROF. AST 
57,588.00 
STLOU Lemmitt,Kalisha Dawn Admissions OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 
12.08 
STLOU Lemp.Donna J Chemistry SECRETARY 
12.71 
STLOU Lenza.Kristen Marie Art & Art History RESRCHAST 
8.00 
STLOU Leonard.Gloria Business Services DIR BUSI SVCS-S 
107,000.04 
STLOU Leonard.Karen College of Nursing LECTURER 
12,168.00 
STLOU Leong.Karen Cheung Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,307.00 
STLOU Leslie.Lawrence H Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
12.70 
STLOU Leventhal.Jacob J Physics and Astronomy 
PROF, CURATORS 135,297.00 
STLOU Levesque.Jeri A Educational Leadership & Polic RESRCHAST 
76,134.00 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































lewis Harris,J1acquelyn A 











Lidgus ,Jonathan A 
Lieb,Jullo Ann 





Linsin,James R W 
Uns-sen, Joseph 
Linz.ee, David 
Lippmann, Rachel D. 
Usk,Nlcole 
Liu Jingyue 
Uoyd ,Carol Arm 
tock.Myra Victoria 
Locke,Kennelh 
Lockett, Michelle Y 
Lodes,Ll Dian 
Lohaol,Samma 
Loiselle, Bette A 
Lomax ,Tewania 
Lombardo.Laurie Marie 
Long,• vid Al'I n 
-
2008-2009 Sa.lary Report 
Department 
ConUn uing Education & Outreac 
Teaching & Leaming 
Cashiers Office 
Performlng Arts Operations 
An.nual Fund 
Techno lami Sarvices 
Cit for Student Sucoess 
COE Advlsing and Prof Exp 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Coilege of Optometry 
College of Buslness Administra 
Bioogy 




Art & Art History 
UMSUVvash'nglon Univ. En.gin.eer 
Admission:s 
Colle-g,e of Nlursing 
Oounselirig Serices 
Malhematk:s & C;imputer Science 
English 
KWMU FM Radio 
Teaching & Leaming 
Center for Nruioscience 
Inst Math Science Edu&lrn T ec 
Center for Teaching & learning 
College of Business Adminislra 
Custodial Services 
Cu t,odial Serv[oes 
Public Polley Research Cent rs 
Biology 
Business Academic Adviso s & C 
Public Policy Researcti Centers 




PR.OF, AST ADJU NCT 
PROF, AST 




COOR, STU DEVELPMNT 






AST 0 1,R RESL LIFE 
AOMISS ADVISOR 
SYST AOMINR-SPClST 
PROF, AS AOJUNCT 
INVESTIGATOR, RESRCH 
ADMISS ADVlSOR 












RES CHS CLST 
PROFESSOR 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Lovelace, Robert Doilald 
Lowery Sr.Paul 
Lowery.Adelheid A 





lud - g,Carol lynn 







M c-zy11skl,Oavid D. 
Madison,J ny 
Magnuson ,Nancy M 
· ahan,Christopher L 
Mahari ,Pailricia A 
Matier,Tlmothy M 
k:hel,Nalhaniel M 
Maise Jr,Clarem::e E 
Major,Edna 
M JZOUb,Eric H 
Malcolm,Dolores B 
Malcolrn,Kenya Tamu 
M ll loux,Jason David 
'allioux,Robe Simon 
Mal!toux,Susan lynn 




Teaching & Lea ming 
Cashiers Office 
Special Units - Public Affairs 
CoUegs of Business Administra 
Admin Service& D v Au)( Svcs 
College of Nursing 
University Chfld Oevelopmentl 
College of Nurs,Jng 
Accounting Services 
Communication 
Educational Leadership & ?oiic 
otinlc.a'I Experiences 
Maintenance Se rvlces 
Chemistry 





In trucllona Computing 
Oustodl IS rvic.es 
College of NurSlng 
Mathematics & Computer Science 
Library 
Criminology & Crimlnal JusUce 
Mathematics & Computer Science 
Continuing Education & Outl'eac 
College of Optorne ry 
Physics and Astronomy 















PRESCHOOL A D 
p R:OF I AST TEACH 
ACCOUNTANT SR 
RESRCHAS0C 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 111 
MENTOR 
PAINTER 
PROF, AST Ri;SRCl-l 
LEC11J'RER 
PROF 1 ASOC 
PROF, AST 
CUSTO:DlAN 





OFfilCE SUPRT STAFF Ill 







STU AST HIGH SCHOOL 
STU AST HIGH SC OOL 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TIiie Salary/HouMy Rate 
snou Malm,Donald Cart Col ege of Business Administra LECTURER SR 32,400.00 
STLOU Malon,Robert Anthony Recreational Sports/Intramural SECURITY GUARD 
12.82 
STLOU Malone.Erika G Transfer Services AST DIR TRANSFER SVCS & ARTICU 42,942.84 
STLOU Malone.Williard F Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Maltby.Deborah B English PROF, AST TEACH 35,970.00 
STLOU Manes.Kevin K Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 17.03 
STLOU Mann.Lisa Jean Economics GRADER 10.00 
STLOU Mannino.Tony Chemistry PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 10.500.00 
STLOU Mano,Haim College of Business Administra PROF,ASOC 
133,069.68 
STLOU Mantych,Elizabelh A College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 
57,003.00 
STLOU Marcus.Al J Missouri Enterprise PROJ MGR-MO ENTERPRISE 
95,017.56 
STLOU Mares.Kenneth R Biology RESRCHAST 
44,096.40 
STLOU Maric,Nevena Mathematics & Computer Science PROF. AST 
59,333.33 
STLOU Maricic.Kimberly A Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, ASOC TEACH 3,700.00 
STLOU Marlles,Rosalinda E Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER 32,067.00 
STLOU Marino Jr.Vincent Joseph Social Work LECTURER 
9,000.00 
STLOU Marino.Gustavo Daniel Biology RESRCHAST 
9.00 
STLOU Mar1<ou,Stella I Music PROF.AST 
47,000.00 
STLOU Mar1<s,Erica E Library LIBRARY AST II 
13.56 
STLOU Marks,Llnda R College or Optometry PR.OF, AST CLINCL 
78.468.96 
STLOU Marler JR.Harold A Maintenance Services SUPV FACILITIES SVCS 
60,249.96 
STLOU Marquis.Robert J Biology PROFESSOR 
79,500.00 
STLOU Marsh,DonW KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER. RADIO 
20.02 
STLOU Marsh.Larry A Center for International Studl COORDINATOR 
27,784.56 
STLOU Marshall.James Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 
22.42 
STLOU Martens.Christopher Michael Precollegiate Program 
INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 3,600.00 
STLOU Martinez.Ray Earl Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST 
2,307.00 
STLOU Martinich,Joseph S College of Business Administra PROFESSOR 
109,673.00 
STLOU Marx.Christine Marie Public Policy Research Centers RESRCH SPCLST 
38,241.84 
STLOU Maserang,Judith College of Nursing PROF, TEACH 
91,777.00 
STLOU Mathews.Michelle C Educational Leadership & Polic RESRCH ANL YST SR 
42.101 .28 
STLOU Matiase,Ninfa Beley Precotlegiate Program ACADEMIC COOR 
2,400.00 
STLOU Matsuba,Mlchio Kyle Educational Psychology PROF. AST 
57,500.00 
STLOU Matsumoto.Katie Dean-College Fine Arts & Comm 
AST TO DEAN 49,162.92 
STLOU Matthews.Charles C Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech 
RESRCH SCIENTIST/ACADEMIC 39,000.00 
STLOU Matthews.Doris Elizabeth Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech 
RESRCH SCIENTIST/ACADEMIC 12,480.00 
36 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































McCaU, George John 
MoCa lley ,J Greg 
Mccann-Clay ,Pamela 
. cCarthy,Kevin M 
McCarthy,Lynne Susan 
McCarthy ,Robert J 
McOI u re, Erica 
McClure .Erika Iolanthe 
McCoot,M e.rie 
MoCoy,Tom E. 
McDonald Jr,Davld Paul 
cDona Id, egan E. 
McOonn.el11,Helel"I 
McOowell ,Thomas M 
McEwen.Thomas Wayne 
Gh1:m,Mioh I B_ 
McGinni$,Jon D 




-2008 2009 Salary Report 
Department 
Continuing Education & Outreac 




Foreign Languages & U1erature 
Engllsh 
VC Aaademic Affairs 
Psychology 
Custodial Servicee. 
Counseling College of Educat 
Criminology & Criminal Justice 
Coll~e of Optometry 
College of Business Administra 
KWMU FM R,e(l lo 
Sociology 
Ctr for Stud enl Success 
COE Advising and Prof Exp 
Athletics 
Counseling - Co11ege of Educat 
College of Business Adminislra 
Career Services 
Anthropology 
Performing Arts Operations 
Grounds 
Maintenance Services 
Golfege of Nursl11g 
Ctr for Student Success 
Publlc Policy Admin 
UMSLPollco 









OFFICE StJPRT STAFF I 
INVESTIGATOR, RESRCH 
SYST ADM R-EM,TRY 
ADM ISS ADVISOR 
PROF, ASOC TEACH 
PROF, ASOCTEACH 
BUS I/ Fl SCAL OPNS SPCLS'II" 
SECRETARY SR 
CUSTODIAN 
PROF, AS CUNCL 
ECTURER 
PROF, ASOC 
LJECTIJ RER SR 
PRODUCER, RADIO 
PHOF EMERITUS 
ASOC V PROVOST STU AFF 
DEPT AST 
TEMP ADMINf PROFL 
DEPT AST 
LECTURER SR 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 
INTERN 
EVENTS AST 
GROUNDS KEEPER U 





COMPUTING SU?RT SPCLST 
PROF, ASOC 
I STRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 
PROF, ASOC 
PROF I AST ADJUNCT 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Tille 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU McKeon,Patrick J Performing Arts Operations 
MGR. EVENT SERVICES 57,396.00 
STLOU McKnight.Jennifer M. Art & Art History 
PROF.AST 48,839.00 
STLOU Mcleod,Timberly Louise Continuing Education & Outreac 
LECTURER 2,307.00 
STLOU McMlchael,Lucl Mauricio Alt & Art History 
PROF, ASOC TEACH 41,600.00 
STLOU McMlllion,Clark A Cornmunicallon 
PROF, TEACH 41,500.00 
STLOU McNair Jr,Robert Lea Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech PROJ DIRECTOR 
71,428.56 
STLOU MoPeak,Katherfne Elizabeth Art & Art History ADMIN AST 
14.50 
STLOU McPhail,Brenda M Corps/Fdn/PG 
DIR DEVELOPMENT, SR 113,022.00 
STLOU McPhail,Thomas L Theater & Dance 
PROFESSOR 111,100.00 
STLOU McQuary,linda Jean Child Advocacy Center 
MGR, FORENSIC OPERATIONS 53,820.00 
STLOU McRoberts,lisa Marie Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 
CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU Meadows.Ellen E. Continuing Education & Outreac 
SECRETARY, ADMIN 13.89 
STLOU Meadows.John F Custodial Services 
FLOOR MAINT WKR 13.28 
STLOU Meeks.Kathy S Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech 
PROJECT SUPRT SPCLST 37,826.88 
STLOU Meierotto.Lesa A Special Units Chancellor 
TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 12.00 
STLOU Mellitz,Marcia B Office of Research Administrat 
DIRECTOR 171,162.60 
STLOU Mendoza.Joanna Rosalie Music 
PROF,ASOC 57,000.00 
STLOU Menendez.Martha College of Optometry 
BUSI/FISCAL OPNS SPCLST 79,842.72 
STLOU Meriac,John Patrick Psychology 
PROF.AST 59,193.1 2 
STLOU Merrill.Stephanie Marie Psychology 
PROF. AST 64,015.00 
STLOU Mertz.Donald William Philosophy 
PROF, TEACH 83,600.04 
STLOU Metcalf.Andrew Eugene Performing Arts Operations 
EVENTS AST 15.00 
STLOU Meuser ,Thomas Miehael Social Work 
PROF,ASOC 70,200.00 
STLOU Michael.Amy K Foreign Languages & Literature 
LECTURER 21,000.00 
STLOU Michael.Judith M Telephone Services 
SYST SUPRT ANLYST-PRtN 60,999.84 
STLOU Michaels.Ashley Grace Athletics 
TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 12,000.00 
STLOU Middleton IV,Richard T Political Science 
PROF.AST 55,922.00 
STLOU Mielke.Zach Aksel Perfonning Arts Operations 
EVENTS AST 13.08 
STLOU Mihok.Deborah E Music 
SPECIALIST 20.00 
STLOU Miles.Jane E. Ctr for Student Success 
COOR, STU DEVELPMNT 27,026.64 
STLOU MIiier.Bobbie Joan library 
LIBRARIAN Ill 49,286.04 
STLOU MIiier.Gary D Performing Arts Operations 
EVENTS AST 16.39 
STLOU Miller.Jody A 
Criminology & Criminal Justice PROFESSOR 
100,003.00 
STLOU Miller.Joel B 
College of Business Administra LECTURER 
9,300.00 
STLOU MIiier.Marsha A 
Continuing Education & Outreac ADMINASOCI 
20.08 
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Moff att,Ms ry L. 
Mohan.Mary Jo 
Mohrman.Mary Beth 

















Morton, Stephen Carlyle 
Mo$es,Monik.al7 N. 
MoUey,Cynthia Ramsey 
Motu, Rebecca L 
Mreen,Fern B 
Muehlrath, Kathryn 
Mueller,Mari The se 
Mu1derig,John P 
-2008-2009 Salary Report 
Departm nt 
Ohemlstry 
College of Nursi g 
Maintenance Services 
CoHege of Business Administra 
Colleg of Business Adm[nislra 
History 
Teach ng & Leaming 
Coll~e of Business Admini.stra, 
Registration 
Center for Trauma Recovery 
College or 8 u.slness A.clml nlst.ra 
Recrec1tional Sports/lntramu ral 
Reore licmal Sports/Intramural 
De n College of B-u sl11ess 
ITS Operatlor;s 
Vioe Provo$t Student Affairs 
Educatlonal leadership & Polle 
Business Academlc Advisors & C 
College ar Business Admin1sb"a 
Conlinuing Education & Owea.c 
Perfonn ng Arts Operations 
I l'ISb"uction al Com pull n g 
, lbrary 
College ,of Optometry 
VC Academic Affairs 
Offic of Research Aclmlnlstrat 
Con nuing Educatior, & Outreac 
Graphic Services 
· ·usic 
College of Nursing 
Recreational Sports/Intra.mu I 
Teach ng1 & learning 
lnslilute for Women & Gender S 
Teaching & Learning 
University Hea lh Services 





MAINT SVC ATTO 
PROF, AST 
PROF, ASOC 
PROF, CURA TORS 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
PROF,ASOC 
DATA ENTRY OPR I 
.ADMIN AST 
PROF, ASOC 
EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 
EVENTS AST, ATHLET·IC 
SECRETARY, ADMIN 
SYST SEC UR AN l YS ~F)RIN 





SUPV STA.GE SVCS 
PRODUCTION AST 
' IBRARIAN I 
T MP TECHNICAL 
ADMINMGR 




OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 
ADMINAST 
ADM! ASOC I 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
NURSE PRACTITION R 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TiUe Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Mulligan,Patricia C College of Nursing OFFICE SUPRT STAFF IV 
15.88 
STLOU Mundy,RayA Center for Transp Studies PROFESSOR 
168,242.00 
STLOU Mungalimane,Amshumali Krishnamurthyrao Chemistry POST DOCTORAL ASOC 
34,999.92 
STLOU Muns.Raleigh Clayton Library LIBRARIAN Ill 
62,173.92 
STLOU Munson.Ronald Philosophy PROFESSOR 
115.622.00 
STLOU Murphy.Carole Educational Leadership & Polle PROF,ASOC 75,993.00 
STLOU Murphy.Christopher E College of Buslness Adminlstra LECTURER SR 9,300.00 
STLOU Murphy,Patrick Michael Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 
18.45 
STLOU Murphy.Renee Patricia Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 11 
12.42 
STLOU Murray,Jacob A Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST. ATHLETIC 
8.50 
STLOU Murray.James Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, AST 
52,003.00 
STLOU Murray,Janet Y College of Business Administra PROFESSOR 
166,607.00 
STLOU Murray.Johnna College of Business Administta LECTURER 
38,192.00 
STLOU Murray.Michael D Theater & Dance PROF, CURATOR TEACH 
109,064.04 
STLOU Mushaben,Joyce Marie Political Science PROFESSOR 
89,250.00 
STLOU Mussman.Denise Carpenter Foreign Languages & Uterature PROF, ASOC TEACH 
43,618.00 
STLOU Muth.Cynthia J Clinical Experiences MENTOR 
4,500.00 
STLOU Myers.Raymond I College of Optometry 
PROF, CLINCL 70,452.00 
STLOU Myrda,TomJ Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
18.54 
STLOU Naeger.Leonard Continuing Education & Outteac LECTURER 
1,500.00 
STLOU Naes.Margaret Mary ITS Operations ADMINASOC I 
17.40 
STLOU Nappier,Elanora Mary Communication LECTURER SR 
27.000.00 
STLOU Nash Jr.Robert Lee Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC DIR 
31,193.04 
STLOU Naumann.Michael Steven User Services SYST ADMINR-EXPRT 
54,999.96 
STLOU Nauss.Robert M College of Business Administta 
PROFESSOR 196,716.36 
STLOU Navarro.Richard Alan College of Business Administra 
LECTURER 25,000.00 
STLOU Navarro.Virginia L Teaching & Leaming PROF,ASOC 
32,336.00 
STLOU Navin.Lynn M Dean College of Education DIR CHILD DEV CNTR 
60,038.04 
STLOU Nay Lor,Jesse A Mercantile Library SECURITY GUARD 
10.65 
STLOU Nayak,Satish College of Business Adminislra PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 
18.600.00 
STLOU Neat.Carolyn H Dean College or EducaUon COORDINATOR 
71,279.88 
STLOU Nebel JR.Herman J Graphic Services TEMP SERVICE 
12.27 
STLOU Nelman,Kenneth A Technology Services 
MGR NETWRK SVCS 82,197.36 
STLOU Nelke.Patricia Ann Performing Arts Operations 
EVENTS AST 10.50 
STLOU Nelson.Jean College of Nursing 
PROF, AST TEACH 69,267.00 
STLOU Nelson.Louise H Teaching & Learning LECTURER 
6,921 .00 
40 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TIUc 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Nelson.Terry John Lynn Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 
19.67 
STLOU Nelson.Timothy P Library 
LIBRARIAN I 34,580.04 
STLOU Nestor,Edward M Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,540.00 
STLOU Neukomm,Martha Jane Political Science LECTURER 
6,900.00 
STLOU Newtin,Matthew Frederick Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID 
15.14 
STLOU Newman.Alan Richard Teaching & Leaming PROF, RESRCH 
82,000.08 
STLOU Nguyen.Erie Hoang Oev/Ajumni Reoords PRGMR/ANL YST-ENTRY 
42,880.44 
STLOU Nichols,Andrea M University Health Services SUPV, OFFICE 
35,349.60 
STLOU Nichols.Ella M College of Optometry 
DEPT AST 15.95 
STLOU Nlchols,John Anthony Admissions 
ADMISS COUNSELOR 14.41 
STLOU Nichols,Michael R. Chemistry PROF,AST 
58,720.00 
STLOU Niokels,Pamela Marie Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, ADJUNCT 
3.111.00 
STLOU Niederberger.Margaret Teaching & Learning LECTURER 
33,330.00 
STLOU Niemeyer.Christopher Library LIBRARIAN Ill 
47,295.96 
STLOU Nigro.Kathleen Bullerty Institute for- Women & Gender S PROF. AST TEACH 
36,398.00 
STLOU Nkonge,Catherine K Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech 
COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 47,132.76 
STLOU Noddlngs,Alicia Thompson Continuing Education & Outreac 
LECTURER 1,384.20 
STLOU Nolan,Telesa Public Polley Research Centers 
BUSINESS MGR I 43,314.84 
STLOU Noland,Jaleh M College of Nursing 
ADMINAST 14,06 
STLOU Noll.Birgit Dean Honors College 
PROF, ASOC TEACH 34,254.00 
STLOU Nordin.Nicole Rhea Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
6,921.00 
STLOU Nordman.Robert William Music PROF, ASOC AFFILIATE 
86,000.04 
STLOU Northcoll,Robert David Philosophy PROF.AST 
60,202.00 
STLOU Novy.Amy Lynne KWMU FM Radio 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ii 12.58 
STLOU Nunnelee,Janice O College of Nursing 
LECTURER 10,800.00 
STLOU Nye.Michael P Dean Honors College 
LECTURER 20,388.00 
STLOU O'Brien.Blaire Sharee College of Optometry 
PROF. AST ADJUNCT 46,550.04 
STLOU O'Brien,James J Chemistry 
PROFESSOR 74,942.00 
STLOU O'Connor.Mena Blair Center for Trauma Recovery 
TEMP AOMINIPROFL 20.53 
STLOU O'Connor.Thomas Patrick Criminology & Criminal Justice 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,620.00 
STLOU Oh,Kyoungrae College or Business Administta PROF.AST 
105,000.00 
STLOU Ohallmhuraln,Gearoid Music 
PROFESSOR 115.274.00 
STLOU Ohmes,Todd Allen UMSUWashington Univ. Engineer 
TUTOR 15.00 
STLOU Ohnersorgen,Michael A Anthropology 
PROF, AST 54,403.00 
STLOU Olivas.Wendy M Biology 
PROF,ASOC 62,380.00 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Title Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Oflver,Meral Residential Life CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Opfer.David E. Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD 
16.22 
STLOU Opfer.Dennis J Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21 .55 
STLOU Oppland.Llnda Carol KWMU FM Radio DEPT AST 16.65 
STLOU Orr.Timothy Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,848.00 
STLOU Ortega,Jeanne M Public Polley Research Centers RESRCH SPCLST SR 58,989.12 
STLOU Osborn.David C. Center fot" Nanoscience LAB AST 9.88 
STLOU Osbome,Patriek L Biology PROF, ASOC AFFILIATE 54,883.00 
STLOU Osby.Kenneth L Business Services MAIL CARRIER 
13.71 
STLOU O'Steen Jr.,James Michael Student Financial Aid COOR STU FINL AID 
15.14 
STLOU Ott,Leonard Music PROF,ASOC 
62,750.00 
STLOU Otto,Julla Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 4,918.79 
STLOU Outlaw.Diana Cummings Biology POSTDOCTORALASOC 37,080.00 
s rLOU Owen.Kenneth E Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, ASOC TEACH 44,604.00 
STLOU Owen.Lucy J. History MANUSCRIPT SPCLST 30,000.00 
STLOU Owens.David llbrary LIBRARIAN Ill 53,489.04 
STLOU Owsley.Dennis C KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER 
12.67 
STLOU Pagano.Gerry Victor Music LECTURER 
12,600.00 
STLOU Page.Kanesha Shanta Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR 
20.00 
STLOU Palnter,Madalyn C. KWMU FM Radio I-NET ADMINR-SPCLST 21 .63 
STLOU Palrne,Megan Elizabeth University Child Developmentl PRESCHOOL AID 7.89 
STLOU Palmer.Janice Gerontology LECTURER 9,000.00 
STLOU Pandjiris,James College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 27,900.00 
STLOU Parker.Adam M Transportation & Parking PARKING LOT ATTD 9.82 
STLOU Parker.Karen L General Services CLERK, STORES SR 
14.77 
STLOU Parker.Patricia G Biology PROFESSOR 
114,056.00 
STLOU Parker.Sherri Lea Clinical Experiences MENTOR 
6,000.00 
STLOU Parkin,Vera L Music SPECIALIST 
25.50 
STLOU Parks.Gary Lee Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21 .55 
STLOU Partlow,Murylow Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
11.71 
STLOU Pasek.Mary Frances English OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.18 
STLOU Pastor.Mary Rebecca Public Policy Research Centers COOR, COMMUNICATIONS 
46,404.24 
STLOU Palega,Talsiana L UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR 
15.00 
STLOU Patryfo,Jason George Michael Art & Art History LECTURER 
13,500.00 
STLOU Patterson.Ashley Marie Continuing Education & Outreac OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 
12.03 
STLOU Patterson.Laura J User Services SYST SUPRT ANLYST-PRIN 
63,499.92 
42 
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College of Opto e1ry 
Philosophy 
Gerontology 
Mathemallcs & Computer Sdence 
College of Bu,siness Administra 
Biology 
Student life 
Dean Honors College 
Admissions 
Residential life 
IDean of Arts & Sciences 
Center for Nanoscience 
Mathemallcs & Computer Science 
KWMU FM Rado 
University Events 





KWMU FM Radio 
Economics 
Foreign Languages & Lilera ure 
Residential Life 







EXEC STAFF AST II 
PROF, ASOC 
TUTOR 
PROF, AST TEACH 
PROFESSOR 








OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 
ADMlNASOC I 
ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE 
MECH, BLOG MAINT 
AST TO DEAN 
PROJ DEVLMNT SPCLST 
PROF, TEACH 
ADMINMGR 
COOR, SPCL EVENTS 





SALES MA AG R 
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2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Title Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Picker.Mary Ellen Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 9,000.00 
STLOU Pierce.Kathryn Lee Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR.ADJUNCT 3,600.00 
STLOU Pierce.Lois H Social Work ACADEMIC DIR 107,000.04 
STLOU Pierre.Karen A Special Units - Public Affairs MGR PUBLIC AFFRS 46,340.16 
STLOU Pierson.Michelle Sohi Alumni Activities COOR ALUMNI/CONSTIT REL 14.56 
STLOU Piesbergen.Frances Rapking Library LIBRARIAN Ill 54,330.96 
STLOU Piller,Ezra Nathan Biology RESRCHAST 9.00 
STLOU Pilz,Christen N. Athletics COACH NON-ACA 57,980.52 
snou Pippin,Karen M Continuing Education & Outreac PROJ DIRECTOR 27,550.20 
STLOU Poe,Sylvia L Human Resources AST DIR HUMAN RES 
60,114.72 
STLOU Poe,Tracy Lynn Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU Poertner.Timothy J Theater & Dance PROF. AST 49,700.00 
STLOU Pohlman.Shawn College of Nursing PROF.AST 67,000.00 
STLOU Pollack.Ann Lemons KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER 17.87 
STLOU Pol ack.Joe KWMU FM Radio PRODUCTION COOR-$ 20.23 
STLOU Polman,Joseph L Teaching & Learning PROF,ASOC 73,198.00 
STLOU Ponduru,Kotl Ratna Mano] Student Support Services TUTOR 12.00 
STLOU Pope,Mark L Counseling - College of Educat PROFESSOR 
103,074.96 
STLOU Portell.Ty Anthony Admln Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 
9.13 
STLOU Porter.Debra Gale Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 2,307.00 
STLOU Porterfield.Amanda S Sociology OFFICE SUP RT STAFF 11 12.23 
STLOU Porterfield,Michael David Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 6,921.00 
STLOU Porterfield,Shiriey Lynn Social Work PROF,ASOC 70,900.00 
STLOU Post, Wendy G Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 6,921 .00 
STLOU Pott.Rosemary Dean College of Education ADMIN ASOC II 
48,267.00 
STLOU Potter.Stephen E KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER, RADIO 
40,601 .28 
STLOU Powers.Marie Ann College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 
9,300.00 
STLOU Pratte.Brenda S Biology RESRCHASOC 
38,525.52 
STLOU Pratte.Paul Simon ITS Operations DB PRGMR/ANL YST-PRIN 
89,999.88 
STLOU Preuss, Timothy A ITS Operations DB PRGMR/ANLYST-ENTRY 
39,000.00 
STLOU Price.Mary Ann Teaching & Leaming PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
15,696.00 
STLOU Prince.Annette Bernice Library LIBRARY AST I 
11.85 
STLOU Procter.Donna S Business Academic Advisors & C ACADEMIC ADVISOR 
37,063.56 
STLOU Pruitt, Willie Residential Life CUSTODIAN 
12.70 
STLOU Pummill.John Charles Registration OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 
9.83 
STLOU Putnam.Karen J. Educational Leadership & Polic RESRCHAST 
47,452 .32 
44 






































































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Oepertmont TiUe 
Salary/Hourly Rato 
snou Pyron,Donna N. Music SPECIALIST 
26.0-0 
STLOU Pyron,John R Educational Leadership & Polic TUTOR 
20.00 
STLOU Queen,Oanny Thomas Graphic Services 
PRESS OPR SR M/F 21 .02 
STLOU Queen,Rachel Ann Performing Arts Operations 
MGR MKTG/INFO-EXTNS 62,816.04 
STLOU Quinlan.Constance Inst Math Science Edu&Lrn Tech SECRETARY SR 
14.63 
STLOU Quinn,Kellie Long Educational Leadership & Polic RESRCHAST 
47 ,728.44 
STLOU Raack JR.William J KWMU FM Radio RADIO NEWS DLR 
54,406.32 
STLOU Rabe.Richard S Public Policy Research Centers 
DATA BASE AOMINR-SPCLST 58,161.96 
STLOU Rabenold.Andrea E Biology 
RESRCHAST 12.00 
STLOU Rabenold.Jessica J Biology 
RESRCHAST 12.00 
STLOU Radford,Adonia M University Child Oevelopmentl 
PRESCHOOL AID 6.70 
STLOU Ramirez.Elizabeth Continuing Education & Outreac 
COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 42,612.00 
STLOU Rammaha,Osama l Custodial Services 
SUPV CUSTOL SVCS-S 45,800.04 
STL U Randle.Ernestine Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
12.70 
STLOU Rankins.Michael S Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
2,616.00 
STL U Rao,Aroor Prabhakar Mathematics & Computer Science 
PROFESSOR 83,460.00 
STLOU Rapert,Mary Frances Graphic Services 
QUICK COPY CNTR OPR 14.77 
STLOU Rapko.Emily K Career Services 
AST DIR CAREER SVCS 49,281.48 
STL U Rapsilber,Kenneth Matthew Business Academic Advisors & C 
SECRETARY, ADMIN 16.71 
STLOU Rash.Estella University Child Development! 
CHILD CARE AST 11.97 
STLOU Rath,Nigam Chemistry 
PROF, RESRCH 85,600.00 
STLOU Rathbun.Sylvia Ann Marie English LECTURER 
7,062.00 
STLOU Rathmann.Rodney L Teaching & Leaming 
PROF. ASOC ADJUNCT 9,333.0-0 
STLOU Ray,GerdaW History 
PROF, ASOC 50,070.00 
STLOU Ray.Robert J Music 
PROFESSOR 67,050.00 
STLOU Ray.Sandra Meeks Career Services 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 11 11.91 
STLOU Reagan,Ryan Scott 
University Child DevelopmenU FOOD SVC WRKR I 
10.52 
STLOU Rebe.Kathryn L User Services 
SYST SUPRT ANL YST-SPC LST 27.13 
STLOU Recktenwald,Christine M College of Nursing 
LECTURER 54.900.00 
) STLOU Reed,Kalhleen L College of Optometry 
OPTOMETRIC TECHN 14.10 
~ 
STLOU Reed,Spencer M. KWMU FM Radio 
TRAFFIC COORDINATOR 14.64 
' 
STLOU Reese,Tempeste N. ITS Operations 
EXEC STAFF AST I 14.42 
STLOU Reeves.Arlene Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 
CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU Rehagen.Diana Maria 
Continuing Education & Outreac DEPT AST 
13.26 
STLOU Rehn,Stan College of Optometry 
TEMP TECHNICAL 12.00 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TIiie Salary/Hourty Rate 
STLOU Reich.Linda Marie KWMU FM Radio SALES REP 
34,876.20 
STLOU Reid.Lorene Teaching & Leaming PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
7,848.00 
STLOU Reidy.John L Clinical Experiences LECTURER 
4,500.00 
STLOU Reinhart.Amber Marie Communication PROF.AST 
56,100.00 
STLOU Reinheimer.Renata Biology POSTOOCTORALASOC 
37,800.00 
STLOU Reinitz,Andrew L Missouri Enterprise PROJ MGR-MO ENTERPRISE 
76,602.00 
STLOU Reis.Richard J Missouri Enterprise PROJ MGR-MO ENTERPRISE 
81,477.12 
STLOU Reise.Jane B Ctr for Student Success PRECEPTOR 
6.95 
STLOU Reiss.Philip E. Technology Services SYST AOMINR-ENTRY 
34,215.96 
STLOU Remier,Michael Charles Technology Services SYST ADMINR-EXPRT 
68,000.04 
STLOU Renfrow.Nicholas Andrew Continuing Education & Oulreac TEACHING AST 
11.44 
STLOU Rengifo.Andres Felipe Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF.AST 
63,600.00 
STLOU Rennard ,Andrew L Student Support Services TUTOR 
10.00 
STLOU Rensing.Kimi Lyn Criminology & Cl'lminal Justice LECTURER 8,250.00 
STLOU Respess.Donald Reeves Psychology INTERN 
17,499.96 
STLOU Reltke,Clndee K Smalley Biology RESRCHASOC 
30,000.00 
STLOU Reus.Sharon Lynn Theater & Dance LECTURER 
9,000.00 
STLOU Reynolds Moehrfe,Jennifer College of Business Administra PROF, ASOC 
117,783,00 
STLOU Reynolds.Adam N Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
14.60 
STLOU Reynolds.Amanda Sue College of Nursing LECTURER 
13,728.00 
STLOU Reynolds.Ronald Lee Biology RESRCHAST 
9.00 
STLOU Reynolds,Victorta Rhiannon Sue Shear Institute for Women ADMINAIOE 
13.00 
STLOU Rhodes.Calvin C Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
12.23 
STLOU Rhomberg,Mary Belh College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
15,747.12 
STLOU Rhymes,Rosalyne Lakila Public Policy Research Centers RESRCHAIDE 
10.50 
STLOU Richards JR,James E Music 
PROFESSOR 86,751.00 
STLOU Riohards,Anthony Lawrence Maintenance Services MAINT SVCATTD 
16.97 
STLOU Richardson JR.Lloyd Irwin Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, CURATOR TEACH 
106,562.00 
STLOU Richardson.Christopher Thomas English TUTOR 
8.00 
STLOU Richey.Joseph F Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,600.91 
STLOU Rlchie,Ellzabelh Williams Library LIBRARIAN I 
36,962.04 
STLOU Rlcklefs,Robert e Biology PROF, CURATORS 
141,244.00 
STLOU Rlddick,Kaliantha Student Financial Aid 
COOR STU FINL AID 16.05 
STLOU Ridge,Joy Marie Physics and Astronomy 
TEACHING AST 10.00 
STLOU Ridley 111,William P Chemistry 
PROF, ADJUNCT 12,000.00 
STLOU Ringo.Terry D Residential Life 































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Title Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Ritter,Sharon E College of Nursing LECTURER 42,000.00 
STLOU Rivera.Amanda Alison Child Advocacy Center SOCIAL WORKER 36,037.08 
STLOU Roades.Warren Edwin Special Units Chancellor TEMP TECHNICAL 15.00 
STLOU Robben,Keilh Bernard Communication LECTURER SR 18,000.00 
STLOU Robertson.Christopher N Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 16.58 
STLOU Robertson.David B Political Science PROF, CURATOR TEACH 89,700.00 
STLOU Robinson.Craig T . Environmental Health & Safety SUPV HAZARDOUS MA TLS 47,844.12 
STLOU Robinson.Dawn S ConUnuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 5,002.67 
STLOU Robinson.Karen Margaret Library LIBRARIAN Ill 61,712.04 
STLOU Robinson.Keith Technology Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST 46,012.56 
STLOU Robinson.Lashaunda Denise Maintenance Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 13.40 
STLOU Robinson,Lyfe Frederick English LECTURER 28,246.00 
STLOU Robtnson,Marva Dev/Alumni Records CLERK CHIEF 15.68 
STLOU Robinson,Maryann Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER II 13.20 
STLOU Robinson.Phillip Art & Art History PROF.ASOC 54,546.00 
STLOU Robnett.Sandra Library LIBRARY CLERK Ill 12.08 
STLOU Rochester.J Martin Political Science PROF, CURATOR TEACH 95,111.00 
STLOU Rock.Andrew George Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 
13.00 
STLOU Rockette,Steffanie Harting Development Office DIR DEVELOPMENT FUND 
75,999.96 
STLOU Rodgers.Marilyn L Library LIBRARIAN Ill 51,063.04 
STLOU Rodriguez.Maya Michele Art & Art History MODEL 12.00 
STLOU Roedel.Thomas O'Brien User Services OFFICE SUPRT STAFF t 9.00 
STLOU Roesefor,Robert R UMSLPolice DIR INSTITL SAFETY 98,819.88 
STLOU Rogers.James L. Maintenance Services MAINT SVC ATTD 17.70 
STLOU Rogers,Rebecca L Teaching & Leaming PROF, ASOC 
66,023.00 
STLOU Rogers, Tiara L Admin Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
13.27 
STLOU Rogers.William H. Economics PROF.AST 
80,248.00 
STLOU Rohde,Geralf KWMU FM Radio ANNOUNCER 12.85 
STLOU Rohloff II ,Waldemar Mark Philosophy PROF, AST TEACH 
41,800.00 
STLOU Rohne,Karen V Continuing Education & Outreac SPECIALIST 58,071.84 
STLOU Rolfi,Richard Joseph Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 18.54 
STLOU Ronen,David College of Business Administra PROFESSOR 
112,537.00 
STLOU Rosario.Petra Luz Continuing Education & Outreac FISCAL AST 
13.59 
STLOU Rosas.Antonio Transportation & Parking DRIVER EMERG ROAD SVC 
13.83 
STLOU Rose.David C Economics PROFESSOR 
124,559.04 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Title Salery/Hour1y Rate 
STLOU Rosenkoetter.Alan C. Music LECTURER 15,300.00 
STLOU Rosenthal,Patricia Anne Social Work ACADEMIC DIR 64,100.04 
STLOU Ross.Anastasia L. Public Policy Admin AOMINAIDE 15.29 
STLOU Ross.Emily Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, AST TEACH 43,121 .00 
STLOU Ross.Keisha Psychology INTERN 17,499.96 
STLOU Ross.Robert Library LIBRARY AST II 16.65 
STLOU Ross.Stephanie Andrea Philosophy PROFESSOR 87.580.08 
STLOU Rota,C David English PROF, TEACH 44,690.00 
STLOU Roth,Andrew S Art & Art History LECTURER 9,000.00 
STLOU Rothermich.Joyce A Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 
13,842.00 
STLOU Rottman.Joseph College of Business Administra PROF.AST 111,869.00 
STLOU Rounds.James H Anthropology PROF,ASOC 133,929.00 
STLOU Rowan.Steven William History PROFESSOR 75,049.00 
STLOU Royal.Lindell Annie Vico Provost Student Affairs AST TO V CHANCL STU AFFS 67,893.00 
STLOU Royster.Thomas E FacilitJes Planning PR.OJ MGR, CONSTRUCT SR 69,000.00 
STLOU Rucker.Billy D. Educational Psychology TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 16.00 
STLOU Rudnicki,Jon Richard Art & Art History OFFICE SUPRT STAFF t 
10.00 
STLOU Rudroff,Joyce A Child Advocacy Center OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 
13.61 
STLOU Ruler.Lois I Clinical Experiences LECTURER 
1,500.00 
STLOU Ruffini.Samantha M Student Financial Aid ASOC DIR STU FIN AID 
64,111.44 
STLOU Ruh JR,George F Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 32,456.85 
STLOU Ruppert.Joan Hart College of Nursing PROF. AST TEACH 61,320.00 
STLOU Russell.Mary Jean Teaching & Learning PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,848.00 
STLOU Rust,Oaniel Lee Center for Transp Studies PROF, AST TEACH 34,476.00 
STLOU Rutledge.Michele B Office of Research Administrat DIR DEVELOPMENT FUND 
92,250.00 
STLOU Ryan,Gary L Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
1,200.00 
STLOU Ryan,Linda Alfs College of Nursing LECTURER 
10,296.00 
STLOU Sabherwal,Rajiv College of Business Administra PROF, CURATORS 173,561.00 
STLOU Sachs.Bruce L Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
9,000.00 
STLOU Salbego,Sara F Teaching & Learning LECTURER 
13,842.00 
STLOU Saloeby,Patricla Welch Social Work PROF.AST 
53,250.00 
STLOU Saleska,Diane Debra College of Nursing PROF, ASOC TEACH 
62,330.00 
STLOU Sallee,Kimberley A Foreign Languages & lilerature PROF. ASOC TEACH 
39,527.00 
STLOU Samayoa.Marianne Beth History 
PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 9,000.00 
STLOU Samples.Robert University Communications 
DIR UNIV COMM 107,541.96 
STLOU Sampson,Elizabelh Graduate School 
COOR ACA PRGM/RCDS 37,458.00 
48 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sand roff, Nancy Elizabeth 
Sandweiss,l<ay Sue 
Santhuff,Tracy J . 
Saul, Ellen Wendy 
Satmders. Dennis Arthur 
Saund.ers,Tlna E 






Sch erer,Chrlstop e r R 
Scheetz. Ch nstopher 
Schenkenberg .T amar.ai Hu11emovlc 
Schepker, Susan 























Sdh neider ,Pau A 
Schnell II , Thomas R 
Schodroski,Virglni 
Schoelfel,Stacey A 
Sciloenb rger,Amy M 
Schrand,Micllae 
Schreck,M ry t<irn 
Sciireiner,Slev n M 
Schreyer ,Kurt A 
Schulte.Jeanne Marie 
-2008- 2009 Salary Report 
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Educatio al Leadership & Po ic 
Art & Art History 
Conllnuing Education & Oulreac 
Educattona Psychology 
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Teaching & Leaming 
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College ,of Nursing 
College of Business Adminislra 
Techno ogy Services 
Child Advocacy Cenle:r 
Performing Arts Operations 
Accounting Services 
Blology 
Perfonning Arts OpsratiOns 
Instructional Computing 
Art & Afl H iStory 
College of Nursing 
UMS Police 
Art & Art History 
University Heallh Services 
Ctr Character & Citizenship 
UMSL Po ice 
Dean College of Education 
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athematics & Computer Science 
Educational Leade:rship & Polic 
Offrce of Research Adminis rat 
P r•ecollegiate Program 
Univ r$lty Heall h Services 
KWMU FM Radio 






EVE TS AST 
OFF1CE SUPRT STAFF I 
PROF, AST TEACH 
PROF, AST ADJU CT 
SPECIALIST 
T E PADMIN/PROF 
PROFESSOR 
ASOC DIR ADMISS-S 
ACADEMIC ADVISOR S'R 
PROFIESSOR 
SYST ADMINR-SPCLST 





SUPV INSTRUCTL CMPTG FACL 
LECTURER 




PROJ DEVLM T SPCLST 
PO ICE OF F1 CER 
DEA' 
LIBAARIAN I 
LJECTU RER SR 
PROF, ASOC 
GRANTS/CONTRAC SPCLST 
INSTRUCTOR. ADJU CT 
NURSE, STAFF 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Tille 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Schulte.Michael W Mathematics & Computer Science PROF, ASOC TEACH 
57,566.04 
STLOU Schultz,Gloria L Admin Services Div Aux Svcs DIR BUSI/MGMT SVCS 
106,182.00 
STLOU Schupp.John J UMSL Pollce POLICE LIEUTENANT-$ 
47,303,04 
STLOU Schuster.Reinhardt Michael VC Administrative Services ASOC V CHANCL 
169,500.00 
STLOU Schwantes.Carlos A History PROFESSOR 
142,919.00 
STLOU Schwartz,Andrew Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
1,283.10 
STLOU Schwartz.Howard Elgin English PROFESSOR 
84,000.00 
STLOU Schweitzer,Janis Casement Inst Math Science Edu&Lrn Tech COOR PRGMIPROJ SUPRT 
34.533.84 
STLOU Scobey.Heather Louise Child Advocacy Center 
SOCIAL WORKER ASOC 33,500.04 
STLOU Scoggins.Robert T Theater & Dance 
PROF, AST 49,800.00 
STLOU Scollay,Diane Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC DIR 
49,124.04 
STLOU Scordlas,Margaret Educational Leadership & Polle SCHOLAR, VISITING 
41,600.04 
STLOU Scott.David F Admin Services Div Aux Svcs OFFICE SUPRT STAFF 11 
15.92 
STLOU Scott.Lisa Karen Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
9,000.00 
STLOU Scott,Shawla M. Performing Arts Operations AST TICKET MGR 
30.996.00 
STLOU Scruggs.Maya M. Transfer Services ADMISS COUNSELOR 
14.40 
STLOU Seaber,Karen R. Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,354.00 
STLOU Sears.Sally Ann Art & Art History 
MODEL 12.00 
STLOU Seballos,Leo Bayani Physics and Astronomy 
POSTDOCTORAL ASOC 37,500.00 
STLOU Sebastian.Juliann Gerstle College of Nursing DEAN 
186,313.08 
STLOU Seckman.Ann Christy College of Nursing LECTURER 
11,700.00 
STLOU Segal,UmaA Social Work PROFESSOR 
78.220.00 
STLOU $epic.Matthew G. KWMU FM Radio PRODUCER. RADIO 
39,520.08 
STLOU Severn.Mark W Dev/Alumni Records 
DA TA ENTRY OPR I 10.43 
STLOU Sgouros,llana Beth Educational Psychology 
LECTURER 6,921 .00 
STLOU Shanklin,John User Services 
SYST SUPRT ANL YST-EXPRT 23.77 
STLOU Shannon Simms,Brenda Continuing Education & Outreac 
MGR CONTINUING EDUC 66,658.08 
STLOU Shannon,Katina A Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech 
COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 34,869.12 
STLOU Sharp,Hermellnda Deluna Multi-Cultural Relations 
DEPT AST 16.99 
STLOU Shaw.Helen A Library LIBRARIAN Ill 
44,691 .96 
STLOU Sheahan.Jennifer A Mercantile Library SECURITY GUARD 
9.82 
STLOU Sheley.William S Theater & Dance 
LECTURER 18.000.00 
STLOU Shelton.Brian Custodial Services 
CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Shelton.James David Teaching & Leaming 
PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 18,666.00 
STLOU Shelton.Patrick J Athletics 
COACH, AST NON-ACA 4,869.60 
STLOU Sherman.Helene Dean College of Education 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Shug rt,Claudla A 
Shymansky,James A 
Sicilian i,Jennifer L 
Sreoert,Clarience 
Siegel.Jerrold 
Siegfried, Beth A 
Signor.Jim Juster 
SLlrnan,Linda Catherine 





Simms.Glenda J anila, 
Sfmms, annifer Spearman 
Si on ,Kimberll; Mon-ill 
Smon,LanyD 
Simon,Willi m B 
Simons Kolleen Lyn 
Sinacore, Mary l 
Singer .Jonathan W 
Singer.Nancy R 
-2008-2009 Salary Report 
Department 
College of Nursing 
College of Nursing, 
Social Work 
Custodial Services 
Center for I ntemational Stud! 
Tead1 119 & Leaming 
Sociology 
eo1rege or Nursing 
Ctr Character & Oitiz.ensliip 
I nsnutlonal !Research 
Custocf'al SeNices 
zzzCampus Housing1 
Mathematics & Computer Science 
College of Optometry 
Coll 91e & Units 
Teaching & Leaming 
Psychology 
Dean Co'l lege of Educatton 
User Services 
Teaching & Leaming 




Mathema1lcs & Co puter Sciencae 
Ctr for Student Success 
Conlinulng EducaUon & Outreac 
Child Advocacy Cente 
Faculty lnstrucllona1 Support 
Perfonning Arts Operations 
Custodial Servlces 
Office of R search Administra 
Sooia1Work 
College of ursing 





PROF, AST TEACH 
PROFESSOR 
SUPV CUSTDL SVCS-S 
DEVELOP ENT OFFI CER 
PROF, ASOC EACH 
PROF,ASOC 
PROF, AST TEACH 
AOMINAST 
NSllTL RESRCH ASOC 
CUSTODIAN 












F OOR MAINT WKR 
TUTOR 
AST MGR CNTR FOR STU SUCCESS 
LECTUR1E.R 
OF ICE SUPRT STAFF 11 
























































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TIUe Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Sippel.Jeffrey Art & Art History PROF,ASOC 
64,256.00 
STLOU Sisler.Jackie Graphic Services DEPT AST 
15.53 
STLOU Sisley.Mark Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
11,71 
STLOU Skornia.Jeffrey Thomas College of Optometry PATIENT SVC REP 
11.70 
STLOU Slager,Benjamin H Biology RESRCH AST 10.00 
STLOU Slapac,Alina Teaching & Leaming PROF.AST 53,430.00 
STLOU Sllefcrt,James Henry Physics and Astronomy ENGRG TECHN, RESRCH SR 23.23 
STLOU Slocum.Lee A Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, AST 
63,600.00 
STLOU Slowiak,Patricia Mae Ctr for Student Success OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 
11.96 
STLOU Small,Natissia S Precollegiate Program ACADEMIC DIR 
76,839.96 
STLOU Smason,Chani E English LECTURER 
7,062.00 
STLOU Smilh Jr.Henry Thomas Music LECTURER 
15,300.00 
STLOU Smith.Angela M Dev/Alumni Records DATA ENTRY OPR II 
11 .32 
STLOU Smith.Bryant Keith Custodial Services FLOOR MAINT WKR 12.06 
STLOU Smith.Carol Jean Custodlal Servioos CUSTODIAN 11.71 
STLOU Smith,Catherine Dolphin College of Nursing LECTURER 
20,592.00 
STLOU Smith,Jordan R Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
12.70 
STLOU Smith.Laurence Douglas College of Business Administra PROFESSOR 
162,894.00 
STL U Smith.Marisa X, UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 
16.88 
STLOU Smith.Paula L Technology Services SYST ADMINR-PRIN 
72,000.00 
STL U Smith.Rachelle Delorse Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 
44,289.96 
STL U Smlth,Renae A Center for International Studi MGR BUSI/FISCAL OPNS 
53,000.04 
STLOU Smith,Sharon R Registratioo OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 
9.83 
STLOU Smith.Shirley M Admissions CLERK CHIEF 
11 .81 
STLOU Smith.Stephen Scott Continuing Education & Outreac 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF II 12.26 
STLOU Snipes, Tracy N Student Financial Aid 
COOR STU FINL AID 16.05 
STLOU Snyder,Heidi M Foreign languages & Literature 
PROF, AST TEACH 32,400.00 
STLOU Snyder,Jaok E Theater & Dance LECTURER 
9,000.00 
STLOU Snyder.Samuel R Admissions 
ADMISS REPRESENTATIVE 15.44 
STLOU Soderberg.Douglas Michael Theater & Dance PROF. AST ADJUNCT 
18,000.00 
STLOU Sommer.Mary A Teaching & Learning DEPT AST 
11.23 
STLOU Sommerer,Rachel B Student Support Services AST DIRECTOR 
48,872.88 
STLOU Sommerhauser,Lisa E. University Health Services 
TEMP ADMIN/PROFL 22.00 
STLOU Song,Kim H Teaching & Leaming 
PROF, ASOC 59,403.00 
STLOU Sopko.Matthew Douglas Psychology 
LECTURER SR 9,000.00 
STLOU Sorensen.Robert Lanford Economics 
PROFESSOR 80,608.00 
52 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sorrell, Wilfred r1 
Sosnowski ,Char1es K 
Spartes,Gloria J'ean 
Spear,Reb-er;;ca Golden 




Sp! lling, Christopher 
Spfng:ola,Marc 
Sporleder.Beverly J 
S pru n, N lckolas leo:na rd 
Spnum,Pamele Susi:_anne 
Sprfngman,Rachafl l Elizabeth 
Sredl,Darlene Rita 
Stageman, Usa 




StalUngs, MaMin-Kailh Dame!I 




Slanton,Richa rd M 
Starkey,James P 
Sl.arkey,M lvrn 
Steen, trem urtsal 
Steer.Kat 
Steffen ,Ann 




Steinme!z,P rnela Lavonne 
-2008-2009 Salary Report 
Department Title 
Physics and Astronomy PROF, ASOC 
Athletics COACH N ON-ACA 
Custodial Services 
Care.er Services 
College ,of Bus nf3iSs Adm1n1stra 
E.conornics 
College of Nursing 







College of Nursing 
De9re Audit Reporting System 
Performing Arts Operations 
English 
Continufng Education & Outreac 
Continuing Education & Outreac 
Student Life 
Malh.ematLcs & Computer Scie11ce 
Donor RelaUons 
Mathematics & Computer Science 
Malhematics & Computer Sole nee 






alhemallcs & Compu1er Science 
Continuing Education & Ou reac 
Col leg of Optometry 
Performing Arts Operations 
R.ecreational Sporlsil n tiamural 
53 
CUSTODIAN 




DATA CNTR SUPRT TECH I 
PROFESSOR 
PROF, AST TEACli 
LECTURER 
STU AST HIGH SCHOOL 
BUSINESS MGR II 
FE OW, POST DOCTORAL 
PROF , ASOC TEACH 
TRANS CRE• IT VAL SPCLS 
MGR STAGE SVCS 
PROF, AST TEACH 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
PROF I AST ADJUNCT 
COOR STU ACTIVITIES 




RESRCH ANLYST SR 
CARPENTER 
MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 
PROF, AST TEACH 





COOR SPCl EVENTS - KWMU 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STLOU Sterting ,Antionette Glenda 
STlOU Slevens,Mal'k Roy 
S LOU Stevens, Peter F 
STLOIJ Stevens.Tanisha Nicole 
STLOU Steward,Pal!l'lci-a J 
STlOU Slew.i rt, Christopher M. 
sn.ou Stewart.James Edward 
STlOU Stewart,Jennifer C. 
snou Stewart.Soot 
STLOU Stidmon, LaJ1.1ana Jean 
STlOU Stine,Keith 
STLOU Slock, D,ayna M 
STLOU Stockma n,Ashley B 
STLOU Slockton,Kellle Marr 
SiLOU sioll ,Doris Ruth 
STLOU Stone.Julianne 
STLOU Storey.Joan M 
STLOU Stork, Thomas 
STLOU Strecker, Lindsay 
STLOU Stricker Jr.Arnold N 
STLOU Slrickland,Sharon Lynn 
STLOU Strong,Shaire Lynnette 
STLOLJ Strucl<, Stev 11 D 
STLOU Stuerke,Pamela S 
STLOU Stumpf,Theresa M 
STLOU Sturg·s,Ja es 
STLOU Sturha'hn,Kent Harold 
STlOU Stutte,B n a 
STLOU Subramani ,r1,Asho 
STLOl  Suh~e.Terry 
STI.OU Sullivan ,Ct'rrfslo pl'\er 
sn.ou Summ rs, Dytao 
STiLOU Sunda ravej•, Thanaporn 
STLOU Sutch.Darren 
STLOU Sutton Jr ,M rvin 
$Tl.OU Sul on,Arthu 
-
2ooa~2009 Salary Report 
Department 
Ctr for Sludent Success 
KW lll FM Radio 
Biology 
VC Academic Affairs 
Library 
Ari. Art History 
Custodial Services 
Performing Ans Operations 
Performing Arts Operations 
Prerollegiate Program 
Ch,emistry 
Sue Shear Institute for Women 
Child Adlvocacy Center 
College of Nursing 
Counsellrtg Si;;rvices 
ConUnuing EducaUon & Outreac 
Teaching & 'Learning 
Student Financial Aid 
College & Units 
Educational Leadership & Polic 
Performing Arts OperaUons 
lnsl Math Science Edu8Lm Tech 
Environmenta Hea1th ,& Safety 
College of Business Adm nls.tra 
Mathematics & Compuier Science 
Grounds 
College of Business Administra 
Office of Research Administral 
Co11ege of 8uS1ness Admi istra 
Art & Art History 
Cerll,er for lnternalional Studi 
Englisl7 
ITS Operations 
Recreation a Sports/Intramural 





COOR, STU DEVELPMNT 
ANNOUNCER 
PROFESSOR 
COOR ACA PRGMIRCDS 







MGR SI.JE SHEAR INSTlTUTE 
COOR, SPCL EVENTS 
l f\lSTRUCTOR , CLINCL 
REC PT ION tST 
l.'ECTURER 
LECTURE'R S'R 
COOR STU FINL AID 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 
PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
CASHIER TICKET/SALES 
COOR PRGMIPROJ SUPRT 







PROF. ASOC RESRCH 
COOR ll'o:ITERNATL STU/SCHOLAR 
TEMP SERVICE 
DB PRGMR/ANLYST-SPCLST 
EVE TS AST, ATHLETIC 
CUSTODIAN 
CUSTODIIA 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TIUe Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Swanigan.Jesse C College of Business Admlnlstra LECTURER SR 9,300.00 
STLOU Swanstrom.Todd Frederick Public Policy Research Centers PROFESSOR 150,000.00 
STLOU Sweeney 11,Donald Charles Genier for Transp Studies PROF, TEACH 96,895.00 
STLOU Sweet,Nanora L English PROF, ASOC 57,674.00 
STLOU Switzer,Suz.anne Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 3,106.00 
STLOU Swoboda.Michael E Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 18,000.00 
STLOU Syskin ,Sergei A Mathematics & Computer Science PROF. ADJUNCT 18.825.00 
STLOU Szramel,Agata Anna Foreign Languages & literature LECTURER 30,000.00 
STLOU Szwarc,Wesley User Services SYST ADMINR-ENTRY 
42,000.00 
STLOU Tackett.Mary L Registration AST TO REGISTRAR 
15.75 
STLOU Tagger, Lori Sue Counseling - College of Educat PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
7,848.00 
STLOU Tanaka.Lanette E College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 57,000.00 
STLOU Tang Mar1inez,Zuleyma Biology PROFESSOR 70,851 .00 
STLOU Tansey.Patrick Michael User Services SYST SUPRT ANL YST-SPCLST 19.42 
STLOU Taytor.Capuchina Bianka Ctr for Student Success OFFtCE SUPRT STAFF II 11.09 
STLOU Taylor.George Townsend Psychology PROFESSOR 91,729.00 
STLOU Taylor,Jacqueline D. Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 
10.78 
STLOU Taylor.Jennifer Lea College of Nursing LECTURER 
70,172.40 
STLOU Taylor.Karen University Child Developmentl DAYCARE AST 
12.76 
STLOU Taylor.Lisa Lynnette UA-Administration SECRETARY, AOMIN 
17.08 
STLOU Taylor.Lisa Ranea Athletics COACH NON-ACA 
55,413.96 
STLOU Taylor.Matthew J Psychology PROF.AST 
64,667 .00 
STLOU Tay1or.Terrance James Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF. ASOC RESRCH 78.000.00 
STLOU TenEyck,Erika Lynn Ar1 & Ar1 History LECTURER 
9,000.00 
STLOU Tenkku,Rhonda College of Business Administra LECTURER 
50,772.00 
STLOU Thaxton.Mary Jane VC for Managerial & Technologi EXEC STAFF AST II 
25.25 
STLOU Thaxton.Patricia L. KWMU FM Radio GRANT WRITER I 
22.40 
STLOU Thiel, Teresa Dean of Arts & Sciences DEAN 
135.874.20 
STLOU Thomas.Angela Denice Chemistry ADMINASOCI 
17.23 
STLOU Thomas.Kenneth P Political Science PROF. ASOC 
62.406.00 
STLOU Thompson.James UMSLPolice POLtCE SERGEANT 
20.97 
STLOU Thompson,Jason M Precollegiate Program INSTRUCTOR, ADJUNCT 
3,600.00 
STLOU Thompson,Kathleen UA-Administratlon EXEC STAFF AST II 
23.71 
STLOU Thompson.Maxine Jeanette zzzCampus Housing 
SECRETARY, ADMIN 14.21 
STLOU Thompson.Valerie Kay Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 
20.60 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TIUe Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Thurman,Atia-Tul Alim Teaching & Learning RESRCHAST 45,265.08 
STLOU Thurmond.Mary Melinda Annual Fund ADMINAST 19.23 
STLOU Tian.Yan Communication PROF.AST 60,300.00 
STLOU Tibur2i,Darryl James College of Business Administra PROF, AST TEACH 53,415.00 
STLOU Tiemey,James Edward English RESRCHAST 28.00 
STLOU Tlemey,Mary Ann Athletics INFORMATION SPCLST -SPORTS 41 ,715.00 
STLOU Tiemey,Palticia Ann English RESRCHAST 10.00 
STLOU Tiffany,Johne Ryan Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 14.42 
STLOU Timko.Tamara C Teaching & Leaming PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,848.00 
STLOU Timmerberg.Kelty J. College of Optometry SUPERVISOR 2,164.20 
STLOU T om,Shee Chun ITS Operations CIO/ASOC V CHANCU AVP 165,000.00 
STLOU Tongwan,Kesorn Student Support Services TUTOR 12.00 
STLOU Toohey.Michael Technology Services SYST ADMINR-SPCLST 45,500.28 
STLOU Torbert, Benjamin C English PROF.AST 55,120.00 
STLOU Torres Susana Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Totty,Kalherine Marie UMSL/Washinglon Univ. Engineer OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 12.64 
STLOU Touliatos,Diane H Music PROF, CURATOR TEACH 103,902.96 
STLOU Townsend.Anita L Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.70 
STLOU Tracy,Linda Kathleen Donor Relations COOR CONSTITUENT COMMS 45,444.72 
STLOU Tranel .Mark Public Policy Research Centers ACADEMIC DIR 103,977.84 
STLOU Trapani,Sandra L Foreign Languages & Lileralure PROF, ASOC TEACH 40,040.00 
STLOU Tra~ghber,Matthew C Educational Psychology PROF, AST ADJUNCT 7,848.00 
STLOU Trauterman.Barbam A VG Academic Affairs EXEC STAFF AST I 21.30 
STLOU Treadway.Richard J Maintenance Services PAINTER 20.32 
STLOU Treadway.William Joseph Transportation & Parking TEMP CLERICAL 
9.32 
STLOU Tremont.Samuel J Chemistry RESRCHAST 
30.00 
STLOU Trtplett 11,Jimmy Keith Biology FELLOW. POST DOCTORAL 
36,000.00 
STLOU Trtplett,Richard Allen Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Troy.Mary English PROF,ASOC 58,583.00 
STLOU Trudo,Orvllle Leonard Center for International Studl INTERNATL ADMISS OFFICER 46.283.04 
STLOU Trujillo.Lorenzo Feliciano Music LECTURER 10,680.00 
STLOU Trussell.Jimmy L Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
12.70 
STLOU Tubbeslng,John Robert Chemlslty ELECTRONIC TECHN SR 
19.67 
STLOU Tubbs.Christopher M User Services SYST SUPRT ANL YST-SPCLST 
18.41 
STLOU Tubbs,Mark E Psychology PROF,ASOC 
63,722.00 
STLOU Tucciarone.Krista Marie Theater & Dance PROF, AST TEACH 
36,000.00 
56 


















































































































































































































































































































r-:- • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Title 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Tucker.Andrew M Teaching & Leaming LECTURER 
8,589.00 
STLOU Tucker.Beverly D Child Advocacy Center 
SOCIAL WORKER ASOC 48,909.00 
STLOU Turek,Sandra Kay Child Advocacy Center 
MENTAL HLTH PROFL 19.57 
STLOU Turk,Amy Genevieve Foreign Languages & Literature LECTURER 
15,000.00 
STLOU Tur1ey,Eric D English PROF,AST 
54,500.00 
STLOU Turner.Gwendolyn Y Teaching & Leaming PROF,ASOC 
65,272.00 
STLOU Tuttle.Ronald Eugene Educational Leadership & Polic PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
7,848.00 
' 
STLOU Uhlmann.Allon Joseph Anthropology PROF.AST 
56,632.00 
STLOU Uhlmann,Jennifer History 
LECTURER 9,600.00 
STLOU Ulrich,Dana A COrps/Fdn/PG 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 42,291.72 
STLOU Ulrich,Marilyn Technology & Leaming Ctr 
ADMINAST 19.26 
STLOU Unal,Ahmet Performing Arts Operations 
D B PRGMR/ANL YST-SPCLST 48,204.00 
STLOU Unal,Bonnie J Continuing Education & Outreac 
COOR, CONTG EDUC SR 57,394.08 
STLOU Underhill,Ellzabeth Ruth ITS Operations PRGMRI 
14.90 
STLOU Underwood.Lisa Ann Biology LECTURER 
25,500.00 
STLOU Union.Lisa Annie Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
12.23 
STLOU Upton.Kathy K Biology 
RESRCH SPCLST 25.313.04 
STLOU Usery.Carol Elaine Grounds 
HORTICUL TURALIST 41,745.36 
STLOU Usery,Dennls E Grounds 
GROUNDS KEEPER II 14.57 
STLOU Usery.Kevin Lee Grounds 
GROUNDS KEEPER II 14.57 
STLOU Usui,Chikako Sociology PROF,ASOC 
85,752.00 
STLOU Utzmyers.Tracy Nicole Performing Arts Operations SUPV STAGE SVCS 
17.44 
STLOU Vail.Cheyenne R Art & Art History MODEL 
12.00 
STLOU Valentine Fjone,Claudia A College of Nursing PROF, AST TEACH 
79,279.92 
STLOU Van Bakergem,Willem Davis History 
FELLOW, RESRCH SR 53,271.00 
STLOU Van Meter,Ann M. Registration 
DATA ENTRY OPR I 9.50 
STLOU Van Uum,Elizabeth Special Units • Public Affairs 
AST TO CHANCELLOR 176,592.00 
STLOU Vanatta.Christina E College of Nursing 
ACADEMIC ADVISOR 34,860.00 
STLOU Vandenberg.Brian Richard Psychology 
PROFESSOR 91,223.00 
STLOU Vandiver.Miles Adam Music 
LECTURER 10,710.00 
STLOU Vanrees,Susan A Criminology & Criminal Justice 
LECTURER 6,720.00 
STLOU Vantine.Lucinda R University Events 
DIR UNIV EVENTS 67,081 .44 
STLOU Vanvoorden,Barbara English 
PROF. ASOC TEACH 37,215.00 
STLOU Vatterott.Cathy Teaching & Leaming 
PROF, ASOC 65,719.00 
STLOU Vaughan.Leslie Ellis 
College of Business Administra LECTURER 
48,200.00 
STLOU Vaughn.Linda Communication 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TIiie Salary/Hourly Rate 
STlOU Vawter,Linda Social Work PROF, AST CLINCL 43,300.00 
STLOU Vedagiri.Anuradha Art & Art History MUSEUM CURATOR 40,133.04 
STLOU Velasco,Mary Frances Graphic Servfces SUPV GRAPHIC SVCS 53,880.72 
STLOU Velders,Gary Stanley Maintenance Services MECH TRADES SPCLST (MTS) 21.55 
STLOU Velders,Judy Ann Admissions OFFICE SUPRT STAFF Ill 15.49 
STLOU Veljkovich,Svetlana Student Financial Aid ASOC DIR STU FIN AID 46,350.00 
STLOU Ventimiglia,Frences Performing Arts Operations EVENTS AST 14.99 
STLOU Venver1oh,Joseph R College of Optometry PROF, AST ADJUNCT 12.000.00 
STLOU Verhaeg,Johnny College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 
13,500.00 
STLOU Vermilion.Mary Rose Anthropology PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 
26,808.48 
STLOU Vestal.Clinton S Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
6,720.00 
STLOU Vierdag,lana Jayne Political Science AOMINASOCI 
22.04 
STLOU Vining.Elizabeth W College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 53,031.00 
STLOU Vinner,Roy Eugene User Services D 8 PRGMR/ANL YST•SPCLST 46,099.68 
STLOU Viola.Stephen G Continuing Education & Outreac ACADEMIC DIR 87.357.00 
STLOU Vogan.Randall T AccounUng Services AST DIR FINANCE 
83,499.96 
STLOU Vogel.Barbara English LECTURER 
11,299.20 
STLOU Vogel.Gary Lee College of Optomelfy PROF, AST ADJUNCT 
6,787.08 
STLOU Vogler.David l Residential life MECH TRADES SPCLST LEAD 
22.63 
STLOU Vogler,Teri J Admln Services Div Aux Svcs SUPV BOOK DEPT 
45,860.16 
STLOU Volansky,Mark J College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 9,300.00 
STLOU VonOoran,Matthew Paul Music LECTURER 4,590.00 
STLOU Vosevich.Scott J Maintenance Services ELECTRONIC SYS TECHN 11 18.75 
STLOU Voskoboynikova,Alla Music LECTURER 
20.400.00 
STLOU Voss.Kenneth L ITS Operations DIR CMPTG SVCS·S 
101,000.04 
STLOU Voss,Lynn K Continuing Education & Outreac COOR, CONTG EDUC SR 
44,133.36 
STLOU Vrugtman,Rosanne F Educational Leadership & Polic DEPTSPCLST 
48,436.32 
STLOU Vrugtman,Rudolf P Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech BUSINESS MGR I 
48,901.32 
STLOU Wadsworth-Brown.Donna Lee Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER SR 
2,513.00 
STLOU WafapoOr,Farzad Theater & Dance LECTURER SR 
27,000.00 
STLOU Wagstaff.Jason Technology & Learning Ctr RESRCH ANL YST SR 
54,527.04 
STLOU Wagster,Karen Ann College or Business Admlnistra WORD PROCESS QPR 111 
13.51 
STLOU Wakefield,Neshyra C Educational Leadership & Polle TUTOR 
20.00 
STLOU Walker de Felix.Judith Graduate School 
PROVOST, ASOC 172,301.04 
STLOU Walker.Erin Marie Art & Art History MODEL 
12.00 
STLOU Walker.George Edward Admin Services Div Aux Svcs CUSTODIAN 
10.78 
58 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TIiie Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Walker,Tanesha D College of Nursing SECRETARY 11.42 
STLOU Walker,Terrance Lamonte Dean Honors College TEMP CLERICAL 7.65 
STLOU Walker.William T Continuing Education & Outreac DEAN 165,567.96 
STLOU Wall.Drucilla M English PROF, AST TEACH 33,705.00 
STLOU Wall.Eamonn W English PROFESSOR 107,034.00 
STLOU Wallace,Patricia University Child Developmenll PRESCHOOL AID 9.37 
STLOU Waller.Susan S. Art & Art History PROF. ASOC 54,418.00 
STLOU Walsh.Karen Ann College of Business Administra SECRETARY, ADMIN 19.35 
STLOU Walstrom,Rebeoca S Continuing Education & Outreac COOR, CONTG EDUC SR 
58,802.16 
STLOU Walters.Caroline Elizabeth Continuing Education & Outreac SECRETARY, ADMIN 
16.60 
STLOU Walters.Kathy Lynn College of Optometry ADMINASOCI 
18.29 
STLOU Walters,Ratph C Grounds GROUNDS KEEPER II 
14.57 
STLOU Wallerscheld,Kathryn Dean Honors College LECTURER 
25,248.00 
STLOU Wang,Geliang Biology POSTDOCTORALASOC 30,000.00 
STLOU Wang.Hu Biology POST DOCTORAL ASOC 31.999,92 
STLOU Wang.Shao Wei Center for International Studi INTERNATL STU/SCHOLAR ADVSR 
13.79 
STLOU Wang,Xuemin Biology PROFESSOR 
117,600.00 
STLOU Wang,Yunjing Biology FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL 
36,000.00 
STLOU Ward.Cheryl Velma Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,307.00 
STLOU Ward.Helen Alice Vice Provost Student Affairs SECRETARY. ADMIN 
19.12 
STLOU Warren.William M Maintenance Services SUPV FACILITIES SVCS 
60,249.96 
STLOU Watermon,Colleen M Constituent Relations DIR ALUMNI RELS 81,554.76 
STLOU Waters, Tawana Shantay Registration AOMINAST 
13.43 
STLOU Watkin.Mary Ellen Public Policy Research Centers SPECIALIST 
33,742.80 
STLOU Watkins.Danita S Recreational Sports/Intramural 
EVENTS AST, ATHLETIC 20.00 
STLOU Watson.Whitney McRee Anthropology LECTURER SR 
10,500.00 
STLOU Watts.Josephine University Child Developmenll PRESCHOOL AID 
8.44 
STLOU Watts.Mary E UMSL/Washington Univ. Engineer TUTOR 
15.00 
STLOU Watts,Nykea Tamika Graduate School ADMISS COUNSELOR 
15.79 
STLOU Wea.Darryl Admin Services Div Aux Svcs SUPV BLDG SVCS 
42,037.92 
STLOU Weathersby.Claude Lee Inst Math Science Edu&Lrn Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 
34,533.84 
STLOU Weathersby, Yolanda Admissions MGR CUSTOMER SVC 
47,217 .12 
STLOU Weaver.Jeffrey College of Optometry PROF, ASOC ADJUNCT 
8,061.96 
STLOU Weber.Carol Teaching & Leaming 
LECTURER 38,347.00 
STLOU Weeks.Todd Randall Theater & Dance 
LECTURER 12,000.00 
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• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TIUe 
Salary/Hourly Rate 
STLOU Willbanks,Preston V Residential Life MECH, BLDG MAINT 
20.32 
STLOU Willett,Lindsey E Dean of Arts & Sciences 
ACADEMIC ADVISOR 34,335.00 
STLOU Williams.Andrea Dianne Child Advocacy Center 
COOR,OUTREACH -CASGSL 33,120.00 
STLOU Wllliams,Bruce A Art & Art History MODEL 
12.00 
STLOU Williams.Cart W. Ctr for Student Success COOR, STU DEVELPMNT 
42,041.52 
STLOU Williams,Chartene A Cashiers Office CLERK SR 
11.60 
STLOU Willlams,Douglas L. Instructional Computing SUPV,SlTE 
42,999.48 
STLOU Williams.Kaminsky D Adm1ssions CLERK TYPIST II 
10.35 
STLOU Williams.Larry Grounds 
GROUNDS KEEPER II 11.90 
STLOU Williams.Linder Disability Access Services 
SECRETARY SR 16.02 
STLOU WIiiiams.Loma V Foreign Languages & Literature 
PROFESSOR 56,835.00 
STLOU Williams,Luclnda Library 
LIBRARY AST II 18.98 
STLOU Williams,Otha Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 
12.70 
STLOU Wllliams,Ronald A Continuing Education & Oulreac LECTURER 
500.00 
STLOU Wllllams.Terry G Center for International Studi COORDINATOR 
58.520.76 
STLOU Williamson,Bryant S Performing Arts Operations 
SUPV STAGE SVCS 16.49 
STLOU Willman.Fred Music 
PROF, CURATOR TEACH 91,586.00 
STLOU Wills,Christy Admissions 
AOMISS REPRESENTATIVE 15.29 
STLOU Wills.Cynthia T. Special Units Office of Equal 
AOMIN AST 16.32 
STLOU Wilmarth,Paul F acuity Instructional Support 
TECHL TRAINER-SPCLST 39,619.80 
STLOU Wilson Jr,Charles R Dean Honors College 
LECTURER 30,582.00 
STLOU WIison.Allyson D University Conferences & Inn 
COOR, UNIV CONFERENCE SVCS 44,095.92 
STLOU Wilson.James H. Continuing Education & Outreac 
PROF, AFFILIATE 121,087.08 
STLOU Wilson,Sher1ie S Student Financial Aid 
ADMlNAST 15.87 
STLOU Wilson.Traci L 
Center for International Sludi COORDINATOR 35,649.48 
STLOU Wingert,Tlmothy A 
College of Optometry PROFESSOR 
102,105.00 
STLOU Winkler,Anne Elizabeth Economics 
PROFESSOR 95,137.00 
STLOU Winkler,Ber1ha Ctr for Student Success 
PRECEPTOR 8.95 
STLOU Winkler.Dena Michelle Student Financial Aid 
COOR STU FINL AID 16.05 
STLOU Winter,William Ernst Public Policy Research Centers 
RESRCHASOC 57,925.20 
STLOU Wirt.Alfred Leon Library 
SECURITY GUARD 10.30 
STLOU Wohldmann,Karen M. Admin Services Div Aux Svcs 
OFFICE SUPRT STAFF I 10.73 
STLOU Wolfe,Kennelh J Dean Honors College 
LECTURER 10.194.00 
STLOU Wolfe,Peter English 
PROF, CURATORS 101,359.00 
STLOU Wolfinbarger.Beverly 
Continuing Education & Outreac PRGM AST. CONTINUING EDUC 
15.60 
STLOU Wolin.Christopher D Biology 




























































































































































































































































































2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department TIiie Salary/Hourty Rate 
STLOU Womer.Norman Keith College of Business Adminislta DEAN 219.440.04 
STLOU Wong.Chung Fun Chemistiy PROF,AST 61,570.00 
STLOU Wong,Erwin Yen Hook College of Optometry PROF.AST 64,528.02 
STLOU Woodhouse.Shawn Educational Leadership & Polle PROF, ASOC 60,445.00 
STLOU Woods.David Craig UMSLPolice POLICE OFFICER 15.62 
STLOU Woolley,Emil G Custodial Services MGR CUSTDL&GENL SVC 67,700.04 
STLOU Worth.Corey Julius Custodial Services CUSTODIAN 12.23 
STLOU Worthy.Kevin Morris UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 15.96 
STLOU Wren,Kas'Quri Kenyatta Inst Math Science Edu&Lm Tech COOR PRGM/PROJ SUPRT 34,533.84 
STLOU Wright.Carol Amos Admin Services Div Aux Svcs AOMIN MANAGER 83,534.64 
STLOU Wright,Keara Beth Student Support Services TUTOR 8.00 
STLOU Wright.Richard Thomas Criminology & Criminal Justice PROF, CURATORS 151,718.04 
STLOU Wu.Cheng-Shih Art & Art History PROF, AST ADJUNCT 18,000.00 
STLOU Wu8llnar.Madeline Maura Corps/Fdn/PG DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 51 ,517.20 
STLOU Xu,Zhi Chemistry PROF,ASOC 69.738.00 
STLOU Yamnitz.Carl R Center for Nanoscience RESRCHASOC 21,600.00 
STLOU Yao.Hong Yan Biology RESRCHAST 10.00 
STLOU Yoder Kreger.Susan J Foreign Languages & Literature PROF, ASOC TEACH 
39,863.00 
STLOU Yoo.Hyo-Jin Communication PROF.AST 60,300.00 
STLOU York-Garesche,Jeanine Marie Music LECTURER 7,620.00 
STLOU Young Sr.Gary Michael Continuing Education & Outreac PROF, AST ADJUNCT 2,690.00 
STLOU Young.Hope Continuing Education & Outreac GRAPHIC DESIGNER 39,951.84 
STLOU Young.Roderick E Art & Art History MODEL 12.00 
STLOU Younger.Dan Art & Art History PROFESSOR 62,143.00 
STLOU Younger,Ellen W College of Optometiy PATIENT SVC COOR 
15.40 
STLOU Yount,Deann Jenifer Alexander Social Work LECTURER 
9,000.00 
STLOU Yu.Jun College of Business Administra LECTURER SR 
38,250.00 
STLOU Yuan.Juliana Yuan Art & Art History LECTURER 
21,000.00 
STLOU Zak Jr,Henry Leon Teaching & Learning LECTURER 
13,842.00 
STLOU Zamachaj,Melanie C ConUnuing Education & Outreac RESRCHAST 29.431.20 
STLOU Zanne,Amy Elise Biology PROF.AST 65,000.00 
STLOU Zarucchl,Jeanne Morgan Art & Art History PROFESSOR 
84,486.00 
STLOU Zboray,Julie Anne Recreational Sports/Intramural EVENTS AST. ATHLETIC 
21.00 
STLOU Zegel,Maureen University Communications AST DIR UNIV COMMUNICATIONS 
69,422.40 
STLOU Zeilman.Michelle R Continuing Education & Outreac LECTURER 
2,307.00 
STLOU Zeiss.Barbara Mary Registration DATA ENTRY OPR II 
12.27 
62 






























































































































































































































































































































































































• • • 2008-2009 Salary Report 
Unit Name Department Tille Salary/Hour1y Rate 
STLOU Zeiss,Richard August Ctr for Student Success PRECEPTOR 
8.95 
STLOU Zettwoch,Mary Beth library LIBRARY AST Ill 
19.67 
STLOU Zhang,Gaiyan College of Business Administra PROF. AST 
125,508.00 
STLOU Zhang,Yuanz.hu Chemistry FELLOW, POST DOCTORAL 
34,999.92 
STLOU Zhao,Shiying Mathematics & Computer Science PROF,ASOC 
70,968.00 
STLOU Zheng.Albert Yimon Biology RESRCHAST 
8.00 
STLOU Zhou,Baojlng Chemistry POSTOOCTORALASOC 29,499.96 
STLOU Zhou.Dan Genter for Nanoscienee MGR ELECTRON MICRO FACL 
61,800.00 
STLOU Zielinski,Steven Frank UMSL Police POLICE OFFICER 
15.96 
STLOU Zinkl .Kenneth L Performing Ms Operations EVENTS AST 
15,30 
STLOU Zoeller JR.Charles J Residential Life MECH, BLOG MAINT 
20.32 
STLOU Zoettner,Undsay A. College of Nursing AOMINAST 
14.73 
STLOU Zolman.Bethany Kar1in Biology PROF. AST 
65,899.00 
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